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6

tolerate my being a fixrure in front of the word processor

over the past few months' Without Fiona's unswerving

faith in this work, which goes back more than a decade'

it might never have been completed' This book is dedic-

ated to her.

fi

I slce 1980 the name Kincora has been associated in the;, public mind with homosexual abuse of young men in care,

,l 
but because of the nature of the media coverage of the

' story and some wild speculation about the events atKincora there have been many misconceptions. For
example, the word ,prostitution, 

has been used in relation
to the abuses at the hostel in East Belfast but it is quite
clear from the evidence of former residents that this
allegation is without foundation. In statements to the
authorities those abused made allegations only against the
three members of staff at Kincora who were subsequently
convicted in court. Some made allegations against individ_
uals at other state-run institutions which also resulted in
convictions. No one alleged that he was taken to other men
for sexual activity or that men came to Kincora to engage
in sexual congress with the young men in care there.

Another issue concerns Tara, the group William McGrath
established. fritially, it was set up as a ginger group, a talking
shop, which was intended to form a cohesive unionist
response to the rapidly developing political upheaval of
the late 1960s and early 1970s. It must be stres,sed that
Tara was never a proscribed organisation. It provided
unionists with a melting pot to take a variety of ideas and
develop a strategy to deal with what they viewed. as a
deteriorating political situation. ,

Later, Mccrath was to use Tara as a means of trying toprepare for a ,doomsday, 
situation, the day Northern

Ireland would face the prospect of British withdrawal and

AutHoR's Norr

Chris Moore

Belfast, January 1996
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ANNEX A 

 
 
 
List of Relevant Words/Sentences to assist with Section 9 Notice of HIAI. 
 
Institutions 
Inquiry 
Residential 
Children’s Home 
       “              “    log book 
       “  “     admission book/record 
Inspection reports 
Abuse 
    “ report 
Sex offenders register 
Dangerous persons 
Physical abuse 
Sexual abuse 
Emotional abuse 
Ill-treatment 
Neglect 
Allegations 
Complaints 
Investigations 
Offenders 
Potential cases 
Victim 
Compensation of victims 
Conviction 
Punishment 
Internal/external reports into abuse 
Criminal/civil proceedings 
Policy/procedures developed/received by institutions 
Hughes Report/Inquiry 
Black report 
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MEMO 

 
From: Sean Holland 
 
Date: 27 June 2013 
 
To: Grade 3s 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
cc: 
  
 

 
 
 
 
REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT TO ASSIST WITH PROVISION OF 
RELEVANT DEPARTMENTAL DOCUMENTATION TO THE HISTORICAL 
INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE INQUIRY (HIAI) 
 
You may be aware of the establishment of the NI Executive’s Inquiry and Investigation 
into Historical Institutional Abuse (HIA).  This HIA Inquiry will examine if there were 
systemic failings by institutions or the state in their duties towards those children in their 
care between the years of 1922-1995.  
 
The HIA Inquiry team is currently engaged in its investigative work in preparation for its 
public hearings.  As part of that work, the Department has been served with a Section 9 
Notice under the Historical Institutional Abuse Act (Northern Ireland) 2013.  This Notice 
requires the Department to provide the HIA Inquiry with a series of documents relevant 
to the work of the Inquiry.  This will generate significant work for the Department and will 
require a detailed examination of documents to determine their relevance, prior to 
submission to the Inquiry Team.  The Inquiry Team has set a deadline of the start of 
September for the information to be returned to it.  
 
We do not have sufficient resource to undertake this work within the Department.  As a 
consequence, we are proposing to establish a panel of experts made up of individuals 
with the necessary expertise, knowledge and experience and a business case is being 
prepared to establish the panel. 
 
The panel will require administrative support to photocopy/scan documents and to 
maintain a record of documents provided to the HIAI Team.  Given the sensitive nature 
of this work and the need for confidentiality, my preference is to source administrative 
support from within the Department. 
 
I would be grateful if you could confirm whether you can provide administrative support 
from within your Group.  If yes, can I ask you to identify: 
 

1. who is available (by name); and 
 

2. when during the months of July and August they will be available (by date). 
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A calendar has been set up within TRIM [DH1/13/171877].  I would be grateful if it could 
be completed by Thursday 4 July 2013.  When complete, it would be helpful if 
notification of completion could be sent by e-mail to  
 
I understand that there are a number of pressures across the Department but I would be 
most grateful if you can respond positively to this very short term request for support. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
SEAN HOLLAND 
Deputy Secretary 
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MEMO 

 

From: Seán Holland 
 
Date: 18 July 2013 
 
To: Chief Professional Officers 
 Grade 3s 
 Grade 5s 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
cc:  

 
  

  
  

 
REQUEST FOR ALL DHSSPS STAFF TO CONSIDER THE RELEVANCE OF 
DOCUMENTS HELD WITHIN THEIR POSSESSION TO THE HISTORICAL 
INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE INQUIRY (HIAI)  
 
Further to my note of 27 June 2013, I would like to stress the importance of complying 
with the Section 9 notice served under the Historical Institutional Abuse Act 
(Northern Ireland) 2013.   
 
As you were advised previously, the Section 9 Notice requires the Department to 
provide the HIAI with Departmental documents relevant to the work of the HIAI.  This 
covers all documents held within the Department, including those on the pre TRIM 
drives and TRIM.  
 
Can I ask you now to consider all documents within your possession (e.g. hard copy 
documents held within filing cabinets, pedestals and electronic documents held on your 
desktop and personal drives) and determine their relevance to the HIAI – this includes 
documents which might have come from the Health and Social Care Board or the 
Health and Social Care Trusts.  
 
Once identified, these documents should be passed to Child Protection Policy Branch 
who will keep a record of all documents identified.  These documents will be forwarded 
to the panel of experts currently being established for further consideration on whether 
they should be passed to the HIAI Team.  The HIAI Team has set a deadline of the end 
of September for all Departmental documents relevant to the HIAI to be returned to it. 
 
I would be grateful if you would e-mail all relevant documents by Friday 9 August 2013 
to both  and   
 
Many thanks for your co-operation. 

 
 
SEÁN HOLLAND 
Deputy Secretary 
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FILE 
NUMBER FILE TITLE TIME PERIOD COVERED

ACTUAL 
NUMBER OF 
PAGES SENT 
TO INQUIRY 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF PAGES IN 
REGISTERED FILE

BC/16/96 BAWNMORE ROAD CHILDREN'S HOME - INSPECTION 04/01/96 - 13/08/01 187 187

SS/247/85

TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS OF COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY 
INTO CHILDRENS HOMES AND HOSTELS - PRIVATE SESSIONS 
RE. WILLIAMSON HOUSE FORMERLY 15598/1985 25/05/85-12/08/96 60 60

SS/246/85

TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS OF COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY 
INTO CHILDRENS HOMES AND HOSTELS - PRIVATE SESSIONS; 
EVIDENCE OF THE DE LA SALLE MANA GEMENT COMMITTEE 25/05/85-20/09/96 232 232

SS/245/85

TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS OF COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY 
INTO CHILDRENS HOMES AND HOSTELS - PRIVATE SESSIONS; 
NORTHERN BOARD. FORMERLY FI LE 15911/1985 25/05/85-11/06/98 119 119

SS/49/84
PAPERS RELATING TO MCGONAGLE COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY - 
1982 18/04/1984-02/10/1993 206 206

BP/240/87
CHILD CARE BRANCH - IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HUGHES 
INQUIRY REPORT 30/01/87-30/07/96 480 480

BP/640/97
CCPD CHILD PROTECTION INQUIRIES HUGHES REPORT-
IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDATION 6 03/03/97-21/08/02 233 233

BP/638/90 HUGHES REPORT - IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDATION 6 20/03/90-18/02/91 24 200

SS/47/84

PLANNING FOR NEW COMMITTEE OF OF INQUIRY INTO 
ADMINISTRATION AT CHILDREN'S HOMES AND HOSTELS - 
ACTION TAKEN 1983 18/04/1984-02/10/1993 434 434

SS/50/84 CHILDRENS HOMES POLICE INVESTI GATION 1980 18/04/1984-02/10/1993 39 176

BS/1019/04
CHILD CARE POLICY DIRECTORATE BAWNMORE CHILDRENS 
HOME 20/10/04-29/09/05 133 133

DHSSPS BAWNMORE EXISTING FILE LIST: 8 April 2016 
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FILE NUMBER FILE TITLE TIME PERIOD COVERED

ACTUAL 
NUMBER OF 
PAGES SENT 
TO INQUIRY 

TOTAL NUMBER OF 
PAGES IN 
REGISTERED FILE

BC/1166/90
CHILD CARE BRANCH - KINCORA - RELATED PQ'S AND 
QUERIES RAISED BY MPS 01/03/1990 - 17/07/1990 25 25

BC/235/90
CHILD CARE BRANCH - KINCORA - RELATED PQ'S AND 
QUERIES RAISED BY MPS 20/01/1990 - 09/02/1990 33 443

BC/3669/90
CHILD CARE BRANCH - KINCORA - RELATED PQ'S AND 
QUERIES RAISED BY MPS 01/08/1990 - 17/11/1993 118 118

BC/4889/84

TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS OF COMMITTEE OF 
INQUIRY INTO CHILDREN'S HOMES AND HOSTELS - 
EVIDENCE OF WITNESSES RE KINCORA 19/11/1984 - 07/11/1986 18 389

BP/240/87
CHILD CARE BRANCH - IMPLEMENTA TION OF THE HUGHES 
INQUIRY REPORT 31/01/1987-30/07/1996 480 480

BP/638/90
HUGHES REPORT - IMPLEMENTATION OF 
RECOMMENDATION 6 20/03/1990-18/02/1991 24 200

BP/640/97
CCPD CHILD PROTECTION INQUIRIES HUGHES REPORT-
IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDATION 6 03/03/1997-21/08/2002 233 233

SS/246/85

TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS OF COMMITTEE OF 
INQUIRY INTO CHILDRENS HOMES AND HOSTELS - PRIVATE 
SESSIONS; EVIDENCE OF THE DE LA SALLE MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEE 25/05/1985-20/09/1996 232 232

SS/247/85

TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS OF COMMITTEE OF 
INQUIRY INTO CHILDRENS HOMES AND HOSTELS - PRIVATE 
SESSIONS RE. WILLIAMSON HOUSE. FO RMERLY 15598/1985 25/05/1985-12/08/1996 60 60

DHSSPS KINCORA EXISTING FILE LIST: 8 April 2016
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SS/45/84

HUGHES COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY IN TO ADMINISTRATION 
AT CHILDREN'S HOMES AND HOSTELS - (1) IMMUNITY & 
INDEMNITY FOR WITNESSES (2) FEES F OR CHAIRMAN; 
ETC. 18/04/1984-02/10/1993 35 269

SS/46/84

TERMS OF REFERENCE AND POWERS OF HUGHES 
COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO ADMINISTRATION AT 
CHILDRE N'S HOMES AND HOSTELS WITNESSES (2) FEES 
FOR CHAIRMAN; ETC. 18/04/1984-02/10/1993 162 162

SS/49/84
PAPERS RELATING TO MCGONAGLE COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY - 
1982 18/04/1984-02/10/1993 206 206

SS/47/84

PLANNING FOR NEW COMMITTEE OF OF INQUIRY INTO 
ADMINISTRATION AT CHILDREN'S HOMES AND HOSTELS - 
ACTION TAKEN 1983 18/04/1984-02/10/1993 434 434

SS/245/85

TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS OF COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY 
INTO CHILDRENS HOMES AND HOSTELS - PRIVATE SESSIONS; 
NORTHERN BOARD. FORMERLY FI LE 15911/1985 25/5/1985-11/6/1998 119 119

SS/48/84
ACTION FOLLOWING COLLAPSE OF M CGONAGLE 
COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY - 1982 18/04/1984-02/10/1993 36 175

SS/50/84 CHILDRENS HOMES POLICE INVESTI GATION 1980 18/04/1984-02/10/1993 39 176
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FILE NUMBER FILE NAME
WHY IS IT 

UNAVAILABLE WHEN IT BECAME UNAVAILABLE

DHSSPS had this file originally 
and copied it for the Inquiry  but 
it has since gone to PRONI

AS/205/00 CHILD ABUSE INDIVIDUAL CASES DESTROYED 02/12/2004

BC/277/85

TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS OF 
COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO CHIL DRENS 
HOMES AND HOSTELS - EVID ENCE OF 
WITNESSES RE KINCORA DESTROYED 29/03/2006

BC/4107/84
CHILD CARE BRANCH - PRESS CUTT INGS 
RELATION TO HUGHES INQUIRY DESTROYED 17/02/1996

BC/684/84 CHILD ABUSE - INDIVIDUAL CASES DESTROYED 29/03/2006
BP/1129/92 HUGHES REPORT - RECOMMENDATION 6 DESTROYED 29/05/1996

BP/1508/83 CHILD ABUSE - GUIDELINES DESTROYED 28/08/2008

BP/1116/87
CHILD ABUSE - REPORT TO PRIMEM INISTER 
ON DEPARTMENTAL INITIA TIVES DESTROYED 23/01/1997

BP/1191/87 CHILD ABUSE - REVIEW GROUP DESTROYED 23/01/1997

BP/402/90
INTER - DEPARTMENTAL GROUP ON CHILD 
ABUSE DESTROYED 07/08/2000

BP/596/96
INTERDEPARTMENTAL GROUP ON CHILD 
ABUSE DESTROYED 02/03/1996

BP/1247/03 CHILD ABUSE - SEXUAL ABUSE DESTROYED 08/02/2012

BS/240/02
HOMEFIRST - CHILD ABUSE BY FOSTER 
CARERS MCILREE CASE DESTROYED 30/01/2007

BP/159/95 CHILD ABUSE AND THE CHURCHES DESTROYED 26/04/2000

BP/1378/86 HUGHES INQUIRY REPORT DESTROYED 19/07/2002

BP/1272/92
OPERATIONS BRANCH 2 (CLIENT GR OUPS) - 
CHILD ABUSE DESTROYED 29/01/2002

BP/1603/91 CHILD ABUSE INCIDENCE AND STUDY DESTROYED 05/02/2002

BP/1605/07

CHILD CARE POLICY DIRECTORATE CHILD 
PROTECTION INQUIRIES HUGHES REPORT 
SHERIDAN REPORT KINCORA DESTROYED 08/09/2008

BP/1643/93
CHILD ABUSE CASES - MICHAEL MO 
NTGOMERY DESTROYED 23/06/2003

BP/1655/87 HUGHES REPORT DESTROYED 27/04/2007

BP/168/88
CHILD CARE BRANCH-IMPLEMENTATI ON OF 
THE HUGHES INQUIRY REPOR T DESTROYED 01/07/2002

UNAVAILABLE KINCORA FILES:  8 April 2016
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BP/1720/93

RESIDENTIAL CHILD CARE STAFF - SOCIAL 
WORK QUALIFICATIONS - PROGRESS ON 
HUGHES 6 DESTROYED 21/02/1997

BP/186/89
HUGHES REPORT - IMPLEMENTATION OF 
RECOMMENDATION 6 DESTROYED 10/09/1999

BP/1917/87 CHILD ABUSE - REVIEW GROUP DESTROYED 22/01/1997
BP/1923/93 CHILD ABUSE REVIEW GROUP DESTROYED 03/03/2003

BP/1973/91 HUGHES ENQUIRY-TRAINING IMPLIC ATIONS DESTROYED 18/07/2002
BP/2040/87 CHILD ABUSE REGISTERS DESTROYED 25/02/1997
BP/2058/86 CHILD ABUSE - GENERAL POLICY DESTROYED 23/05/1996
BP/2105/88 HUGHES REPORT-RECOMMENDATION 6 DESTROYED 22/07/2002

BP/2105/93
CHILD ABUSE ENQUIRIES - CASE R EVIEWS 
R.O. DESTROYED 23/04/2003

BP/2109/93 PES CHILD ABUSE R.O. DESTROYED 04/08/2003
BP/2131/02 CHILD ABUSE REGISTERS DESTROYED 04/02/2005

BP/216/89
INFORMATION OFFICE SERVICES - CHILD 
ABUSE DESTROYED 04/01/1999

BP/216/90
HUGHES ENQUIRY REPORT - IMPLIC ATIONS 
FOR SOCIAL WORK STAFF DESTROYED 11/04/2000

BP/219/88 CHILD ABUSE - REVIEW GROUP DESTROYED 05/01/1998
BP/2253/88 CHILD ABUSE: LIAISON WITH THE POLICE DESTROYED 11/08/1998

BP/2285/86
HUGHES ENQUIRY REPORT - IMPLIC ATIONS 
FOR SOCIAL WORK STAFF DESTROYED 30/05/1996

BP/2324/86 CHILD ABUSE REVIEW GROUP DESTROYED 18/07/2002

BP/2325/86
SOCIAL SERVICES INSPECTORATE C HILD 
ABUSE REVIEW GROUP DESTROYED 18/07/2002

BP/2333/87 CHILD ABUSE - REVIEW GROUP DESTROYED 23/01/1997

BP/2335/96
CHILD ABUSE INDIVIDUAL CASES 
***CONTENTS TRANSFERRED TO S75 8/93*** DESTROYED 13/11/1996

BP/2369/92 CHILD ABUSE REGISTERS DESTROYED 27/02/2002
BP/2391/92 CHILD ABUSE REGISTERS DESTROYED 23/04/2003

BP/240/86 HUGHES ENQUIRY-TRAINING IMPLIC ATIONS DESTROYED 04/08/2006
BP/2438/92 CHILD ABUSE REVIEW GROUP (RO) DESTROYED 16/08/2006
BP/276/88 CHILD ABUSE REVIEW GROUP DESTROYED 23/07/2002
BP/279/88 CHILD ABUSE THE CHIAC PROJECT DESTROYED 19/07/2010

BP/307/92
CHILD ABUSE - REGISTER SYSTEM AND 
TRAINING PROVISION DESTROYED 01/10/2007

BP/3229/92 HUGHES REPORT REGULATION 6 (FB ) DESTROYED 14/05/1997
BP/323/84 CHILD ABUSE REGISTERS DESTROYED 26/11/1996

BP/340/89
CHILD CARE BRANCH IMPLEMENTATI ON OF 
THE HUGHES INQUIRY REPOR T DESTROYED 02/08/2007

BP/542/91
HUGHES REPORT - IMPLEMENTATION OF 
RECOMMENDATION 6 DESTROYED 29/03/2006

BP/565/88 CHILD ABUSE REVIEW GROUP DESTROYED 05/01/1998
BP/600/90 CHILD ABUSE THE CHIAC PROJECT DESTROYED 03/07/2000
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BP/750/87
HUGHES REPORT - IMPLEMENTATION OF 
RECOMMENDATION 6 DESTROYED 10/09/1999

BP/777/88 CHILD ABUSE REVIEW GROUP DESTROYED 05/01/1998

BP/877/86
HUGHES ENQUIRY REPORT - IMPLIC ATIONS 
FOR SOCIAL WORK STAFF DESTROYED 18/07/2002

BP/880/87 CHILD ABUSE - REVIEW GROUP DESTROYED 23/01/1997

BP/908/92
HUGHES REPORT - IMPLEMENTATION OF 
RECOMMENDATION 4 DESTROYED 07/05/1997

BS/1123/04
CHILD CARE UNIT CHILD ABUSE 
INVESTIGATIONS AC051 DESTROYED 02/12/2004

BS/1125/04
CHILD CARE POLICY DIRECTORATE CHILD 
ABUSE INVESTIGATIONS ACOSO DESTROYED 02/12/2004

SS/100/97 CHILD ABUSE INDIVIDUAL CASES DESTROYED 02/12/2004

SS/234/96
ALLEGED CHILD ABUSE HARMONY 
COMMUNITY TRUST DESTROYED 29/08/2006

SS/253/96

ALLEDGED CHILD ABUSE- HARMONY 
COMMUNITY TRUST OPENED IN ERROR BY 
BRANCH DESTROYED 08/10/1996

SS/274/95 PPRD3 - CHILD ABUSE GENERAL DESTROYED 08/03/1996
SS/298/92 RESIDENTIAL CARE - CHILD ABUSE DESTROYED 02/08/2007
SS/302/99 CHILD ABUSE INDIVIDUAL CASES DESTROYED 02/12/2004
SS/310/98 CHILD ABUSE INDIVIDUAL CASES DESTROYED 02/12/2004
SS/64/96 CHILD ABUSE INVESTIGATION B CRAWLEY DESTROYED 30/01/2007

SS/758/93 CHILD ABUSE INDIVIDUAL CASES DESTROYED 02/12/2004

BC/2060/87
HUGHES INQUIRY RECOMMENDATIONS 
RESEARCH PROJECT DESTROYED 07/02/2002

BP/1558/07

CHILD CARE POLICY DIRECTORATE CHILD 
PROTECTION INQUIRIES HUGHES REPORT 
SHERIDAN REPORT KINCORA DESTROYED

08/09/2008                                                                                               
(CONTENTS TRANSFERRED TO FILE SS/179/82 ON 08/09/08.  

FILE SS/179/82 IS ALSO RECORDED ON THIS LIST)

BP/1605/07

CHILD CARE POLICY DIRECTORATE CHILD 
PROTECTION INQUIRIES HUGHES REPORT 
SHERIDAN REPORT KINCORA DESTROYED 

08/09/2008                                                                                               
(CONTENTS TRANSFERRED TO FILE SS/208/83 ON 08/09/08.  

FILE SS/208/83 IS ALSO RECORDED ON THIS LIST)

BS/965/05

CCPD CHILD PROTECTION INVESTIGATIONS 
+ REVIEW KINCORA - BRIEFING FOR 
MINISTER 1991 DESTROYED 30/09/2005

SS/436/91

CCPD CHILD PROTECTION INVESTIGATIONS 
+ REVIEW KINCORA - BRIEFING FOR 
MINISTER 1991

DESTROYED (FILE 
CREATED IN ERROR 
DESTROYED SAME 
DAY) 08/10/2010

BP/1108/83 CHILD ABUSE - GUIDELINES
PRESUMED 
DESTROYED

The RFMS shows a retention date of 03/05/02.  We conclude that this 
file would have been B'Fd for that date and then destroyed but IMB but 
that staff failed to update the RFMS system
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BP/1509/87

NURSING & MIDWIFERY ADVISORY GROUP 
PLANNING GROUP - CHILD HE ALTH - CHILD 
ABUSE REVIEW GROUP - AGENDA/MINUTES

PRESUMED 
DESTROYED

The last marking on the RFMS for this file is on the 10/01/97 when it 
was sent to Nursing and Midwifery Branch for Review, in line with the 
Department’s reviewing procedures.  The Branch would have been 
asked to decide whether the file was to be retained or destroyed.  
PRONI would have been given the chance to consider the file had the 
branch decided to destroy it. We can only conclude that either the file 
was destroyed by Nursing and Midwifery without referral back to 
Information Management Branch (IMB) or it was reviewed and 
selected for destruction, returned to IMB, and IMB staff destroyed the 
file but failed to note the RFMS. 

BP/442/78
C & YP ACT (NI) 1968 CHILDRENS HOMES 
POLICY

PRESUMED 
DESTROYED

The last marking on the RFMS for this file is on the 16/01/95 when it 
was sent the Rathgael Store.  Information Management Branch carried 
out a special review of all its files in Rathgael. PRONI were given the 
chance to consider the files which the Department did not wish to 
retain. We can only conclude that either the file was selected for 
destruction and that IMB staff failed to note the RFMS. 

BC/442/78
C & YP ACT (NI) 1968 CHILDRENS HOMES 
POLICY

PRESUMED 
DESTROYED

The data recorded on the RFMS for this file is exactly the same as 
BP/442/78.  It would be our conclusion that this is a duplicate of 
BP/442/78 albeit the number has a different prefix.

BC/175/82

C & YP ACT (NI) 1968 AREA BOARD 
CHILDRENS HOMES OPERATING COSTS FOR 
EACH HOME

PRESUMED 
DESTROYED

The RFMS records a continuation file BC/464/87 which has been 
destroyed.  We can only conclude that this file has also been 
destroyed and that IMB staff failed to note the RFMS. 

BC/1764/82
CHILDREN'S AND YOUNG PERSINS ACT (NI) 
1968 CHILDRENS HOMES-FIRE PREVENTION

PRESUMED 
DESTROYED

The last marking on the RFMS for this file is on the 19/10/92 when it 
was put away in the store. Given the age of the file and recognising 
the Department’s reviewing procedures we conclude that either the file 
was destroyed by Child Care without referral back to Information 
Management Branch (IMB) or it was reviewed and selected for 
destruction, returned to IMB, and Ithat MB staff destroyed the file but 
failed to note the RFMS. 

BP/1341/88
CONDUCT OF CHILDREN'S HOMES 
DIRECTION 1975 AMENDMENTS

PRESUMED 
DESTROYED

The last marking on the RFMS for this file is on the 25/11/97 when it 
was sent to Child Care Branch for Review, in line with the 
Department’s reviewing procedures.  The Branch would have been 
asked to decide whether the file was to be retained or destroyed.  
PRONI would have been given the chance to consider the file had the 
branch decided to destroy it. We can only conclude that either the file 
was destroyed by Nursing and Midwifery without referral back to 
Information Management Branch (IMB) or it was reviewed and 
selected for destruction, returned to IMB, and that IMB staff destroyed 
the file but failed to note the RFMS. 

BP/2289/89 CHILDREN'S HOMES-NEW REGULATIONS
PRESUMED 
DESTROYED

The RFMS shows a retention date of 29/07/13. We conclude that this 
file would have been B'Fd for destruction on that date and then 
destroyed but that IMB staff failed to update the RFMS system.                                                  
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BP/78/82

COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO CHIL DRENS 
HOMES AND YOUNG PERSONS HOSTELS-
EXPENDITURE

PRESUMED 
DESTROYED

The last marking on the RFMS for this file is on the 16/06/92 when it 
was put away in the store. Given the age of the file and recognising 
the Department’s reviewing procedures we conclude that either the file 
was destroyed by Child Care without referral back to Information 
Management Branch (IMB) or it was reviewed and selected for 
destruction, returned to IMB, and that IMB staff destroyed the file but 
failed to note the RFMS. 

BP/522/57

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS ACT (NI) 
1950 WELFARE AUTHORITIES CHILDRENS 
HOMES OPERTING COSTS

PRESUMED 
DESTROYED

The last marking on the RFMS for this file is on the 21/02/2000 when it 
was marked out to Mrs E Hamilton the (Departmental Records Officer 
at the time). Given the age of the file and recognising the 
Department’s reviewing procedures we conclude that the file was 
destroyed.

BP/916/84

DEPARTMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR COMM 
ITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO ADMINIST RATION 
AT CHILDRENS HOMES AND HOSTELS PRONI 05/07/2013

SS/170/84

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS OF 
COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO CHILDRENS 
HOMES AND HOSTELS - EVIDENCE OF 
WITNESSES RE. KINCORA. FORMERLY FILE 
20318/1990 PRONI 18/12/2015 YES

BP/1615/91
CHILD ABUSE - CHILDREN WHO ABUSE 
CHILDREN. PRONI 08/02/2002

BP/271/92
CHILD ABUSE - CHILD ABUSE GROUP (1980-
1984) PRONI 24/10/2002

BP/2979/91 CHILD ABUSE REVIEW GROUP PRONI 05/07/2013

BC/737/85
NORTHERN BOARD'S WRITTEN EVIDE NCE 
FOR COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY PRONI 20/08/2014 YES

BC/738/85
SOUTHERN BOARD'S WRITTEN EVIDENCE 
FOR COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY PRONI 20/08/2014 YES

BC/790/85

TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS OF 
COMMITTE OF INQUIRY INTO CHILDRENS 
HOMES AND HOSTELS - NH&SS BOARD 
EVIDENCE PRONI 08/04/2013

BC/817/85
NORTHERN BOARD'S WRITTEN EVIDE NCE 
FOR COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY PRONI 08/04/2013

BC/858/85
NORTHERN BOARD'S WRITTEN EVIDE NCE 
FOR COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY PRONI 20/08/2014 YES

BC/926/92

OPERATIONS BRANCH 2 (CLIENT GR OUPS) 
SSI INSPECTION REPORTS ON EHSS B 
VOLUNTARY CHILDRENS HOMES PRONI 02/08/2002

BC/959/85

DE LA SALLE MANAGEMENT COMMITT EE'S 
EVIDENMCE FOR COMMITTEE OF INQ UIRY 
INTO CHILDRENS HOMES AND HOSTELS PRONI 20/08/2014
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BP/1142/88 CHILD ABUSE PRONI 23/08/1999

BP/1210/84

DEPARTMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR COMM 
ITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO ADMINIST RATION 
AT CHILDRENS HOMES AND HOSTELS PRONI 20/08/2014 YES

BP/1322/85

COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO CHIL DRENS 
HOMES AND YOUNG PERSONS HOSTELS - 
PAPERS RELATING TO S UBMISSION AND 
PRINTING OF COMMITTEE REPORT PRONI 24/10/2014

BP/1439/86

THE HUGHES REPORT - IMPLEMENTA TION 
OF RECOMMENDATION FALLING TO CHILD 
CARE BRANCH PRONI 09/01/2013

BP/1488/84

JUDGE HUGHES COMMITTEE OF INQU IRY 
INTO ADMINISTRATION OF CHI LDRENS 
HOMES AND HOSTELS PRONI 20/08/2014 YES

BP/1534/83
CHILD ABUSE - INQUIRIES AND 
INVESTIGATIONS PRONI 21/11/2008

BP/1549/91 CHILD ABUSE CSA INCIDENCE & STUDY PRONI 08/06/2001
BP/1550/91 CHILD ABUSE 1975 - FEB 1981 PRONI 08/02/2002
BP/1606/86 CHILD ABUSE REVIEW GROUP PRONI 19/03/2014

BP/1803/85

JUDGE HUGHES COMMITTEE OF INQU IRY 
INTO ADMINISTRATION OF CHI LDRENS 
HOMES AND HOSTELS PRONI 20/08/2014 YES

BP/1934/86 CHILD ABUSE REVIEW GROUP PRONI 01/11/2002
BP/1936/88 CHILD ABUSE REVIEW GROUP PRONI 06/04/1998
BP/1989/91 CHILDRENS HOMES INSPECTION PRONI 08/02/2002
BP/2000/88 CHILD ABUSE MISCELLANEOUS PRONI 02/04/1998
BP/2116/86 CHILD ABUSE - REVIEW GROUP PRONI 19/03/2014

BP/2155/82

PMB COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY TO 
INVESTIGATE CHILDRENS HOMES & YOUNG 
PERSONS HOSTELS PRONI 03/10/2003

BP/224/79 CHILD ABUSE REGISTERS PRONI 01/11/2002
BP/2462/89 CHILD ABUSE REVIEW GROUP PRONI 23/08/1999
BP/494/87 CHILD ABUSE - REVIEW GROUP PRONI 27/03/2015
BP/50/87 CHILD ABUSE - REVIEW GROUP PRONI 26/02/1997

BP/599/86
CHILD CARE BRANCH - IMPLEMENTATION OF 
THE HUGHES INQUIRY REPORT PRONI 20/08/2014

BP/618/84

JUDGE HUGHES COMMITTEE OF INQU IRY 
INTO ADMINISTRATION OF CHI LDRENS 
HOMES AND HOSTELS PRONI 20/08/2014 YES

BP/752/87
HUGHES REPORT - IMPLEMENTATION OF 
RECOMMENDATION 4 PRONI 10/01/2013

BP/826/84

DEPARTMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR COMM 
ITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO ADMINIST RATION 
AT CHILDRENS HOMES AND HOSTELS PRONI 07/08/2012

BP/902/88 HUGHES INQUIRY REPORT PRONI 01/04/2003

BP/913/82

CHILD CARE BRANCH - VOLUNTARY 
CHILDRENS HOMES - REGISTRATION . 
CERTIFICATES PRONI 07/10/2008
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SS/179/82

CHILD CARE POLICY DIRECTORATE CHILD 
PROTECTION INQUIRIES HUGHES REPORT 
SHERIDAN REPORT KINCORA PRONI 14/03/2011

SS/208/83

CHILD CARE POLICY DIRECTORATE CHILD 
PROTECTION INQUIRIES HUGHES REPORT 
SHERIDAN REPORT KINCORA PRONI 14/03/2011

SS/209/83

CHILD CARE POLICY DIRECTORATE CHILD 
PROTECTION INQUIRIES HUGHES REPORT 
SHERIDAN REPORT KINCORA PRONI 14/03/2011

SS/446/88 CHILD ABUSE INDIVIDUAL CASES PRONI 15/10/2002

SS/179/82

CHILD CARE POLICY DIRECTORATE CHILD 
PROTECTION INQUIRIES HUGHES REPORT 
SHERIDAN REPORT KINCORA PRONI

14/03/2011                                                                                               
(PAPERS FROM FILE BP/1558/07 TRANSFERRED TO THIS FILE)

SS/208/83

CHILD CARE POLICY DIRECTORATE CHILD 
PROTECTION INQUIRIES HUGHES REPORT 
SHERIDAN REPORT KINCORA PRONI  

14/03/2011                                                                                               
(PAPERS FROM FILE BP/1605/07 TRANSFERRED TO THIS FILE)

SS/209/83

CHILD CARE POLICY DIRECTORATE CHILD 
PROTECTION INQUIRIES HUGHES REPORT 
SHERIDAN REPORT KINCORA PRONI  14/03/2011

BP/1581/83

HEALTH SERVICES SUPERANNUATIO N 
FORFEITURE OF RIGHTS KINCORA BOYS 
HOSTEL PRONI 14/03/2011

BC/1086/85

EVIDENCE OF NAZARETH LODGE HOME TO 
THE COMMITTEE OF INQUI INTO CHILDRENS 
HOMES AND HOS LS AND TRANSCRIPT OF 
ORAL EVIDENCE PRONI 20/08/2014

BC/1108/85

TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS OF 
COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO CHILDRENS 
HOMES AND HOSTELS - EVIDENCE OF THE 
WESTERN AND SOUTHERN BOARDS PRONI 20/08/2014

BC/1315/85

EVIDENCE OF BASW TO COMMITTEE OF 
INQUIRY INTO CHILDRENS HOMES AND 
HOSTELS AND TRANSCRI PT OF ORAL 
EVIDENCE PRONI 20/08/2014 YES

BC/1391/85

EVIDENCE OF MANOR HOUSE HOME L 
ISBURN TO COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO 
CHILDREN'S HOMES AND HOSTELS AND 
TRANSCRIPT OF EVIDENCE PRONI 20/08/2014 YES

BC/1501/85

COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO CHIL DRENS 
HOMES & HOSTELS - FURTHER EVIDENCE 
RE WILLIAMSON HOUSE & TRANSCRIPTS OF 
ORAL EVIDENCE PRONI 08/04/2013

BC/2690/84

TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS OF 
COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO CHILDRENS 
HOMES AND HOSTELS - DEPARTMENTAL 
EVIDENCE PRONI 20/08/2014
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BC/4443/84

TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS OF 
COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO CHILDRENS 
HOMES AND HOSTELS - EHSS BOARD 
EVIDENCE PRONI 09/08/2012

BC/362/78 CHILD ABUSE INDIVIDUAL CASES PRONI 11/09/1998

BC/4106/84

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS OF C OMMITTEE OF 
INQUIRY INTO CHILDREN'S HOMES AND HOSTELS - EH&SSB 
EVIDENCE PRONI 19/08/1984 YES

BC/739/85
EASTERN BOARDS WRITTEN EVIDENC E FOR COMMITTE OF 
INQUIRY PRONI 20/02/1985 YES

BC/740/85
WESTERN BOARDS WRITTEN EVIDENC E FOR COMMITTE OF 
INQUIRY PRONI 20/02/1985 YES

BC/1390/85

EVIDENCE OF BARNADOS TO COMMIT TEE OF INQUIRY 
INTO CHILDDRENS HOMES AND HOSTELS AN D 
TRANSCRLIPT OF ORAL EVIDENCE PRONI 22/04/1985 YES

BC/2442/86
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY INTO CHILDREN'S 
HOMES AND HOSTLES – RESPONSES PRONI 17/09/1986 YES

BP/336/71

CHILDREN & YOUNG PERSONS ACT 
(NI) 1968 STANDARDS OF 
ACCOMODATION IN CHILDREN'S 
HOMES PRONI 03/03/2003

BP/1796/88 INQUIRY INTO CHILDREN'S HOMES AND  PRONI 02/08/2002
BP/2393/92 INQUIRY INTO CHILDREN'S HOMES AND  DESTROYED 06/07/2007
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I, Hilary R Harrison will say as follows: 

This statement has been provided on behalf of the Department of Health, Social 
Services and Public Safety (the Department) and is the third in a series of 
statements made in response to the HIAI Rule 9 request dated 5 February 2016 
which set out a number of issues to be addressed by the Department and the Health 
and Social Care Board (the Board).  The statement deals with the following request: 
 
“The HIA Inquiry would wish the Department and the Board to provide Rule 9 
witness statements specific to the Bawnmore and Kincora module in a similar 
fashion to those provided by the Department and Board for earlier modules.   

The statements should address what the Department and Board want to say to the 
HIA Inquiry about Bawnmore and Kincora.  They should also address the key 
systems issues, now well known to the Department and the Board.  The statements 
should be focused and evidenced.  

You should provide one statement each covering Bawnmore and one statement 
each covering Kincora. 

The statements should identify any systems failures which the Department or Board 
acknowledge occurred in respect of the involvement of their predecessors in the 
running or oversight of each of the homes. 

In relation to Kincora, the Department should each address in chronological order 
any missed opportunities to prevent abuse occurring at Kincora”.  

Information held by the Department  

1.1 The Department does not hold any information in current Departmental files 
relating to the management, operation or inspection of Kincora prior to the 
scandal in relation to this home breaking in January 1980.   There are a 
number of Departmental files containing information relating to the 1984 
Committee of Inquiry into Children’s Homes and Hostels (the Hughes Inquiry) 
and the 1986 Hughes Inquiry Report (the Hughes Report).  Although Kincora 
featured in the proceedings of the Hughes Inquiry and in its 1986 report, the 
information held within relevant Departmental files is mainly concerned with 
internal policy matters such as briefings; minutes of meetings and policy 
papers in relation to the Hughes Inquiry and implementation issues.   
 

1.2 With regard to the issue of abuse of boys in Kincora, the DHSS was made 
aware of the allegations and incidents of abuse that became known during the 
police investigation that commenced in 1980, prior to the establishment of the 
Hughes Inquiry.  The DHSS was also alerted to the information revealed 
during the course of that Inquiry.   The Department has been unable to find 
evidence of any further information regarding abuse in Kincora having been 
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reported to the Department or its predecessor bodies.  
 

1.3 The Department is therefore reliant on the Hughes Report and evidence 
received from the HIAI to provide comment in relation to the Rule 9 request 
outlined above in respect of Kincora.  To date, the evidence received from the 
HIAI in relation to Kincora comprises only the oral evidence provided to the 
Hughes Inquiry.  Should any further information become available, it may be 
necessary to address this within revised or additional statements.    
   

2. The issues  
 

2.1 The key themes on which the HIAI has sought comment from the Department 
in respect of the individual institutions considered in previous modules, have 
generally concerned a) the discharge of inspection and related functions by 
the Ministry of Home Affairs (MoHA) and the Department of Health and Social 
Services (DHSS) and b) Departmental knowledge of abuse and action to 
address this.  In the absence of specific questions at this stage from the HIAI, 
this statement seeks to address these matters, including the question relating 
to missed opportunities to prevent abuse, solely on the basis of the 
information referred to above (paragraph 1.3) and within the reference 
framework of previous Departmental statements to the HIAI.  The statement 
concludes with the Department’s considerations of whether the systems 
operated by its predecessor bodies might have failed children in these homes. 
 

3. Relevant provisions of the regulations  
 
3.1 Kincora was a boys hostel, opened by the Belfast Welfare Authority (BWA) in 

January 1958.  It was closed down in 1982.  The BWA was initially 
responsible for managing the home in accordance with the Children and 
Young Persons (Welfare Authorities’ Homes) Regulations (Northern Ireland), 
19521  (the Regulations).     The Regulations required, inter alia, the home to 
be visited at least once in each month by a member of the welfare committee 
or by a member of the welfare authority’s children’s sub-committee2 who was 
to “satisfy himself whether the Home is conducted in the interests of the well-
being of the children”.  The home was also to be inspected at least once in 
each month by the welfare authority’s Children’s Officer who was also 
required to “satisfy himself whether the Home is conducted in the interests of 
the well-being of the children” 3.  Both of these welfare authority officials were 
required to report to the welfare committee or the children’s sub-committee 
and this report was to be entered into the minutes of the relevant committee.   
 

3.2 In 1972 the Eastern Health and Social Services Board (EHSSB) became 
responsible for the management of Kincora.   The Conduct of Children’s 
Homes Direction (Northern Ireland) 19754 (the Direction) contained similar 
provisions to the Regulations regarding what was to be reported upon and the 
requirement that the “home is being conducted in the interests of the well-

1 HIA 292 
2 Regulation 5 (1) 
3 Regulation 5 (2) 
4 HIA 452 
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being of the children” but the reporting officers were: a member of the 
Personal Social Services Committee (PSSC) who was to visit the home at 
least once in every quarter and a social worker who was to visit the home at 
least once in every month.  It is of note that the explanatory memorandum to 
the Direction described these as “routine inspections”5.  Reporting 
arrangements were respectively to the PSSC and, in the case of the social 
worker, to the District Social Services Officer and then to the Director of Social 
Services who would bring any matters of concern to the attention of the 
PSSC.   
 

3.3 Both the Regulations and the Direction contained a general duty on the 
relevant statutory authority to ensure that each home was “conducted in such 
a manner and on such principles as will further the well-being of the children 
in the home”.  
 

4. Inspections of Kincora by MoHA children’s inspectors and the Social 
Work Advisory Group (SWAG)  
 

4.1 The Hughes Inquiry found that according to MoHA’s extant records, 
inspections of Kincora by MoHA children’s inspectors took place in October 
1965 and April 1972.  There was also evidence from the Kincora record book 
that MoHA inspectors visited Kincora on twelve occasions other than those 
that resulted in the 1965 and 1972 reports. Some of these visits may have 
predated the Hughes Inquiry’s 1960 starting point and that Inquiry noted that 
such visits were “consistent with other evidence” heard by the Hughes Inquiry 
“relating to less formal contacts between the Ministry’s Inspectors and Belfast 
Welfare Authority staff”.  With reference to the period 1960 to 1972, the 
Hughes Inquiry concluded (in summary): 
 
• Inspections by MoHA had minimal potential for preventing or detecting 

homosexual offences against residents6 and could achieve little more 
than a basic assessment of whether the home was functioning 
satisfactorily7; 
 

• The scale and nature of the inspections of Kincora could never have 
been adequate to fulfil the purpose of MoHA’s inspections under the 
1950 and 1968 Acts which was to examine “the conditions and 
treatment of children”8; and  
 

• It did not believe there could be any defence of MoHA’s record on 
formal inspections of Kincora although it acknowledged that the 
Inspectors’ less formal visiting would have alerted them to overt signs 
of deteriorating standards9. 

 

5 HIA 457 
6 HIA 701 Para 3.41 
7 HIA 701 Para 3.41 
8 HIA 701 Para 3.42 
9 HIA 701 Para 3.42 
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4.2 However, in making the above findings, the Hughes Inquiry “took account of 
the fact that Article 136 provided an enabling power rather than imposed a 
mandatory requirement to inspect and that the primary responsibility for the 
well-being of Kincora residents lay with the Belfast Welfare Authority”10.  
   

4.3 With reference to inspections by SWAG, there was one in the period 1973-
1980 undertaken in June 1979.  The structure and contents of the report 
followed guidelines laid down by the DHSS in February 1976.  The Hughes 
Report stated:  
 
“the conclusion that Kincora did not receive sufficient attention from the 
Department during this period is inescapable.  In making this criticism of the 
Department, we would acknowledge that the new format for inspection reports 
introduced in February 1976 was an advance on what had gone before, 
although it may have fallen rather short in terms of its provisions for assessing 
some aspects of child care ….. The Department’s evidence satisfied us that 
the low frequency of inspections arose more from constraints on professional 
resources than from inspections being given a deliberately low priority”11.    

 
4.4 The Department has intimated to the HIAI that one of the most basic functions 

of inspection is to ascertain whether a service is compliant with regulatory or 
other statutory requirements12.  With reference to the discharge by the BWA 
of the inspection, visiting and reporting responsibilities of its Children’s Officer 
(as outlined above13), the Hughes Inquiry found that the monthly inspections 
and reporting requirements were not strictly observed for the years 1960-62 
but for the remainder of the period to 1973 there was almost full compliance 
by the Children’s Officer with the statutory requirement.  Of note is the 
following observation within the Hughes Report:  

 
          “We attached a special significance to the statutory inspections required of the 

Children’s Officer because we thought this type of regular supervision by 
responsible management staff might have provided a general deterrent to the 
commission of offences; an opportunity for peculiarities in the hostel 
atmosphere to be sensed or detected; and even a channel for specific 
complaints of homosexual activity or other misconduct to be made by the 
residents.  The history of Kincora, however,  demonstrated that the 
inspections did not, in fact, provide these potential benefits and we considered 
it important to find out why this was the case”14 

 
4.5 Having considered a number of factors, the Hughes Inquiry came to the 

conclusion that statutory inspections by the Children’s Officer were  
 
“unlikely to detect cases of homosexual misconduct unless some sign of 
distress in a resident became apparent or a complaint was made.   They could 
and doubtless did, however, contribute to the well-being of the boys in terms 

10 HIA 701 Para 3.42 
11 HIA 758-759 Para 4.19 
12 Departmental oral evidence to the HIAI 22 May 2014 Day 38 pages 23-24; 26  
13 See Para 3.1 above 
14 HIA 695 Para 3.28 
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of the physical conditions and amenities of the hostel.”15  
 

4.6 The Hughes Inquiry considered the visiting record to Kincora by the Welfare 
Committee during the period 1960 to 1973.   It found that the Committee’s 
record of compliance with statutory visiting duties after 1966 could not escape 
criticism.  Although there was no evidence that this had any bearing on the 
incidence of homosexual offences, the Inquiry concluded that it was 
nonetheless unsatisfactory that the Committee should have substantially 
neglected its statutory duty. Nevertheless it concluded that the conclusions 
reached on the efficacy of children's officer inspections as a means of 
detecting homosexual offences, applied with even greater force to the 
statutory visits of the members of the Belfast Welfare Committee16. 
 

4.7 As noted above, the Direction conferred visiting responsibilities for children on 
the PSSC and the HSS Board social worker.  The Hughes Inquiry found that 
inspection visits by the Board social worker were carried out in full from 1973 
until late 1979, with such visits becoming even more frequent than once 
monthly from late summer 197617.  Despite the frequency of these visits they 
did not appear to act as a deterrent, in that homosexual offences were 
occurring but were not detected during this period.   
 

4.8 Regarding PSSC visits to Kincora the Hughes Inquiry found that its record on 
visiting and reporting under the Direction was satisfactory from mid 1974 to 
1977 and accepted that allowances could be made in respect of the 
transitional period following the October 1973 reorganisation.  Although the 
record in relation to the 1978 to 1979 period was unsatisfactory, the Inquiry 
concluded that this did not have a material influence on the prevention or 
detection of homosexual offences.  In this context, the Hughes Inquiry 
regarded the change to quarterly visiting, introduced by the 1975 Direction as 
reasonable and consistent with the PSSC's responsibilities for residential 
childcare. 
 

MoHA/DHSS knowledge of allegations of abuse in relation to Kincora 
  
4.9 In December 1981, three EHSSB members of staff were convicted of 

homosexual offences against boys who had been in their care in Kincora.  
The  Hughes Report has catalogued in detail, the information which came into 
the EHSSB’s possession at various times during the period of Kincora’s 
operation as a children’s home until January 1980, when the allegations of 
sexual abuse within came into the public domain.  Departmental records and 
the evidence of senior DHSS officials to the Hughes Inquiry confirm that the 
DHSS had no knowledge of any of the information received by the EHSSB in 
relation to staff at the home prior to January 1980. 

 
5. Conclusions  

 

15 HIA 697 Para 3.31 
16 HIA 699 Para 3.36 
17 HIA 753-754 Para 4.6 
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5.1 In its review of the above information, the Department has come to the 
conclusions outlined in paragraphs 5.2 to 5.5 below in relation to Kincora. 
 

5.2 With reference to its inspection record, the Department has in previous 
statements to the HIAI acknowledged the limitations of the inspection 
approach adopted by MoHA in terms of its nature and capacity to effectively 
evaluate the quality of care in the home. The Department has suggested, 
however, that the MoHA methodology was of an acceptable standard for its 
time and inspections appear to have been carried out in general on an annual 
or biannual basis.  Unlike Bawnmore, Kincora was, however, only ‘formally’ 
inspected twice by MoHA during the 1962-72 period although there is no 
doubt that in view of the frequency of more informal visiting of the home 
during that time, MoHA Inspectors would have been reasonably well 
acquainted with the operation of the home and its staff.   The Department has 
claimed in previous statements to the HAIA that ‘visits’ to homes were 
introduced by SWAG following the re-organisation of the HPSS in 1972 and 
proposed that this may have been due to the influence of a UK-wide 
Government policy emanating from the Seebohm report18.  The then Chief 
Inspector, Mr Pat Armstrong, acknowledged to the Hughes Inquiry that whilst 
a series of visits took place to children’s homes during the 1970s, statutory 
homes tended to be visited with less frequency than those in the voluntary 
sector19. As noted above, an inspection of Kincora was conducted in 1979 
and it whilst it would appear that, apart from the 1979 inspection, there is no 
evidence of the home having been visited formally or informally between 1972 
and January 1980.  
  

5.3 The DHSS did not challenge the criticism of the Hughes Report of its record of 
inspections in relation to Kincora and the HIAI is now aware of the significant 
initiatives which both pre-empted and followed the Hughes Report.  These 
evidence the gravity with which the DHSS regarded the events in Kincora and 
the other children’s homes considered by the Hughes Inquiry.     
 

5.4 With regard to the potential for more regular or indepth inspections or visits to 
Kincora to have detected abuse, the Department has noted above the 
conclusions of the Inquiry in relation to the inspection visits to the home by the 
BWA Children’s Officers representatives and the EHSSB’s visiting social 
worker.   Despite these roles and the roles of the Welfare and Board 
Committees having been discharged in general compliance with the 
regulations and with integrity, abuse of children occurred and continued to 
occur even when such visiting was increased.  Even if inspection visits by 
MoHA or SWAG had been increased during this period, these would naturally 
have been completed in a manner consistent with contemporaneous 
knowledge and standards.  Therefore the Hughes Inquiry conclusions that the 
inefficacy of the Children's Officer inspections as a means of protecting 
against sexual offences applied with even greater force to the monthly 
statutory visits of the members of the Belfast Welfare Committee might well 
have applied with greater force again to a programme of annual inspections of 

18 Report of the Committee on Local Authority and Allied Personal Social Services – HMSO London 1968 
(Seebohm Report) 
19 KIN 70394 
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the Kincora home carried out in accordance with the standards of the day.   
Within this context, the Department believes that the lack of a regular 
inspection programme by SWAG did not signify a missed opportunity to 
prevent abuse.    
 

5.5 There is no doubt that inspection methodology in Northern Ireland quickly 
developed into a more rigorous process, which now examines the care 
provided in children’s homes against defined and measurable standards of 
quality and care.  Whilst inspection does not of itself prevent abuse, it is 
nevertheless an important element within a framework of factors that work 
together to safeguard children. The framework itself, is however, continuously 
developing and improving.  One might well find that the standards of today are 
not the acceptable standards of tomorrow.   
  

 
 
 

Signed  

 

 

Date   29 April 2016 
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HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE BOARD 

 

 

DATE: 20 May 2016 

 

 

The Inquiry into Historical Institutional Abuse 1922 to 1955 

 

 

ANNEX 1 
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SOUTH EASTERN HEALTH and SOCIAL CARE TRUST (SET) LIST OF EXISITNG FILES AND UNAVAILABLE FILES 
RELEVANT TO THE WORK OF THE INQUIRY IN RESPECT OF KINCORA 

DATE: 29th APRIL 2016 

 
AVAILABLE 

 

    
UNAVAILABLE 

 

NAME 
 

REF No of 
Pages  

STATUS NAME REASON for not being available 

Clinton Massey 
 

3112/Ci/EB Approx 95 Forwarded to 
HIAH 2013 

  Is known to have been returned to SET in 
June 87 after Hughes however have 
since been unable to locate 

    Legacy Trust/Board 
Correspondence 
files 

SET believe the Legacy Board /Trust 
would have had correspondence files in 
relation to the Hughes Inquiry , however 
these have not been located in searches 
to date 

    Finance Records No finance record to date have been 
identified. All finance records in SET are 
only held for 10 years and so it is view of 
SET that any such records may have 
since been destroyed. No destruction 
records are in existence. It is believed by 
the SET that any such records may have 
shown payments to applicants re grants  
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HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE BOARD 

 

 

DATE: 20 May 2016 

 

 

The Inquiry into Historical Institutional Abuse 1922 to 1955 

 

 

ANNEX 1a 
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SOUTHERN HEALTH SOCIAL CARE TRUST  (NT) LIST OF EXISITNG FILE AND UNAVAILABLE FILES  RELEVANT TO THE 
WORK OF THE INQUIRY IN RESPECT OF KINCORA 

DATE: 29th April 2016 

 AVAILABLE FILES 
 

  

File 
Reference/Name 

 

File Name/Details  No of 
Pages 

Status  

HIAI/SB/3a  -File1  Correspondence relating to Childcare – Kincora Inquiry Reports and Papers 
For the period 1984-1988  

Approx 
150 

To be submitted 

HIAI/SB/3b  File 2 Correspondence relating to Childcare – Kincora Inquiry Reports and 
Papers 
For the period 1984-1988 

Approx  
150 

To be submitted 

    
    
 UNAVAILABLE FILES 

 
  

File 
Reference/Name 

File Name/Details No of 
Pages 

Status 

 None identified   
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AVAILABLE  and UAVAILABLE FILE LIST FOR KINCORA/BAWNMORE – WESTERN HEALTH and SOCIAL CARE TRUST (WT) 
Dated: 29th April  2016 

   AVAILABLE 
 

 

Office 
location 

File Type  Period 
covered  

Content Reference 
to Kincora,  
Hughes, 
Bawnmore 

T Cassidy 
Asst. 
Director 

Buff Folder 
various range 
of documents 

Oct 
1983 

DHSS Consultative Paper on A Complaints Procedures for Children in Residential Care and 
Their Parents 

Kincora 
referenced 

  Not 
dated 

10 page WHSSB document ‘Complaints Procedure for Children in Residential Care’  Hughes 
Report 

  Mar 
1990 

Correspondence from Bob Lewis Association of Directors of Social Services re: NAYPIC press 
release on ‘Cover up of Child Abuse in Care’. 

Kincora 
one line ref 

  Dec 82 WHSSB notes of meeting of Programme Planning Group for Child Care Kincora 
referenced 

  Not 
dated 

Draft paper ‘Control, Discipline, Restraint and Handling Aggression and Violence Kincora 
referenced 

  85 - 89 Booklet of ‘Minutes of Area residential Child Care Group’. 
Hughes report ‘Recommendation 6’referenced as topic on agenda at five meetings. 

Hughes 
Report ref 
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Office 
location 

File Type  Period 
covered  

Content Reference 
to Kincora 
/  Hughes, 
Bawnmore 

Gransha 
Hospital 

Medical 
records 

1981-
1996 

 , former resident of Bawnmore and Applicant to the Inquiry  - medical records 
detailing hospital admissions in 1981,86,93,94 & 96 

Bawnmore 

Tyrone & 
Fermanagh 

Medical 
Records 

1991 & 
1995 

Medical records detailing hospital admission to this unit as well as to Manchester General Bawnmore  

Woodlands 
Residential 
Home 

Coneywarren 
Admission 
Discharge 
Register 

1949-
1981 

Detail of 4021 admissions and discharges to Coney warren Children’s Home.  Two records of 
entry / discharge for young person  to Kincora in 1965/66/67. 

Kincora 

T&F Library 
storage 

Tyrone County 
welfare 
Individual file 

1961-69 Welfare file of young person  with record of admission and discharge to 
Kincora 

Kincora 

T&F Library 
storage 

Coleshill 
Children’s 
Home file 

1973-
1986 

1984 letter from the Committee of the Inquiry into Children’s Homes and Hostels.  His Honour 
W H Hughes as chairman commenting on the degree of public concern and need for well-
planned approach to task.  

Hughes 

T&F Library 
storage 

Coleshill 
Children’s 
Home file 

1973-
1986 

1986 WHSSB letter with attached recommendations of Hughes Report Hughes 

Riverview 
House 

Training 
Courses and 
Seminars  

March 
1986 

After Hughes Child Care in Northern Ireland. Hughes 
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   UNAVAILABLE FILES  

Office 
location 

File Type  Period 
covered  

Content Reference 
to Kincora 
/  Hughes, 
Bawnmore 

Social 
Services 
Altnagelvin 

Social Services  23.1.95 No fixed abode records for Social Service  Altnagelvin (Healthcare) –Discharged 23.1.95 
FILE NO LONGER AVAILABLE  - DESTROYED 1.1.2004 under guildelines 
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NORTHERN HEALTH and SOCIAL CARE TRUST  (NT) LIST OF EXISITNG FILE AND UNAVAILABLE FILES  RELEVANT TO 
THE WORK OF THE INQUIRY IN RESPECT OF KINCORA 

DATE: 18th MAY 2016 

 AVAILABLE FILES 
 

  

File 
Reference/Name 

 

File Name/Details  No of 
Pages 

Status  

 
 

Correspondence relating to this individual's supervision  29 Submitted January 2014 

    
    
    
 UNAVAILABLE FILES 

 
  

File 
Reference/Name 

File Name/Details No of 
Pages 

Status 

 None identified   
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Chief Executive 

Dr Michael McBride 
 

Chairman 
Peter McNaney CBE 

 
14 April 2016   
  
Private & Confidential 
 
Ms Valerie Watts 
Chief Executive 
Health & Social Care Board 
12-22 Linenhall Street 
Belfast 
 
Dear Valerie 
 
Re: Targetted Searches – Historial Instutional Abuse Inquiry 
 
Further to your email of 24th March 2016 I can outline the process the Belfast Trust 
has undertaken to meet the requests from the HIA Inquiry. 
 
Introduction  
 
In March / April 2013 the Health & Social Care Board (HSCB) requested Belfast 
Health & Social Care Trust (BHSCT) to submit all corporate records held in respect 
of Kincora Boys Home.  This was duly provided to HSCB (Appendix 1 & 2).   
 
1. Background 

 
During the searches for these records, information was located that detailed 
correspondences from C. Scoular (Social Welfare Officer) to R. Bunting (Children’s 
Officer) outlining files requested in relation to the ‘Hughes Inquiry’. The 
correspondence (see Appendix 3) lists the names of 59 children who were 
apparently resident in Williamson House, Kincora and Bawnmore children’s homes. 
From the 59 children’s names listed 29 are believed to have been possible former 
residents of Kincora Boys Home.  This document was provided to the Health & 
Social Care Board on 28 March 2013. 
 
2. Searches Undertaken by BHSCT 

 
Extensive and exhaustive searches have been on-going within the BHSCT to identify 
names listed within the correspondence between C. Scoular and R. Bunting 
following circulation from HSCB on 22 March 2016.   
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The BHSCT has identified records relating to 29 children’s names as well as other 
child care files felt pertinent to Kincora Boys home.  
 
Additional child care files have been found that may be relevant to the HIA Inquiry 
(please refer to Appendix 4).  
 
3. Unavailable Material 

 
Following extensive and exhaustive searches, material has not been located for five 
former residents (Appendix 4a) as per HSCB circular of 22 March 2016.  It is felt that 
in order to progress with further searches the BHSCT would require additional and 
more specific information to be provided.  
 
I trust you find this satisfactory. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Dr Michael McBride 
Chief Executive 
 
Encs – Appendix 1 – 4(a) 
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Appendix 1:  
 
Applicant Childcare Files Submitted by BHSCT to HIA Inquiry 
 
Gary Hoy – submitted 28/03/2013 
Clynton Massey – submitted 05/04/2013 
James Miller – submitted 23/03/2016 
Hugh Quinn – submitted March 2015 and April 2016 
Ronald Graham – submitted 14/07/2015 

 – submitted 30/07/2015 
 
Additional Childcare Files Submitted by BHSCT to HIA Inquiry  
 

 - submitted April 2013 
 – submitted April 2013 

 – submitted 13/01/2016 
Richard Kerr – submitted 26/11/2014 and further material submitted 23/10/2015 
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Appendix 2: 
 
Corporate Material Submitted By BHSCT to HIA Inquiry 28/03/2013: 
 
Personnel File: Joseph Mains; 
Personnel File: William McGrath; 
Letter from C. Scoular to R. J. Bunting acknowledging receipt of childcare files and 
50 medical cards for examination by the Hughes Inquiry with list of 59 names 
attached.  Letter dated 01/06/1987; 
Record of visits to Kincora and other Children’s Homes; 
Newspaper cuttings of Kincora story; 
R.U.C. witness statements – RUC investigating officers, EHSSB staff and Kincora 
residents; 
Statements of Secretary of State and statement to press by EHSSB; 
Documents relating to Committee of Inquiry into running of Homes and Hostels 
(Hughes Inquiry); 
Staffing at Kincora following suspensions; 
Procedures: Fire drills/inspection reports; 
Closure and plans for future use of Kincora post 1980. 
 

Corporate material submitted By BHSCT to HIA Inquiry 11/04/2013: 
Personnel File: Raymond Semple; 
Case conference reports; 
Requests for admission to Kincora and progress reports of children in care 
Hughes Report; 
R.U.C. witness statements – RUC investigating officers, EHSSB staff and Kincora 
residents; 
Info re: Shore House & ‘Firmount’ Investigations. 
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Appendix 4: 
 
Available files in respect of non-applicants to HIA Inquiry recently identified as 
possibly being resident in Kincora over the lifetime of this institution. 
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Appendix 4(a)  
 
Files unavailable to date - Ongoing searches in respect of non-applicants to 
HIA Inquiry recently identified as possibly being resident in Kincora over the 
life-time of this institution.  
 

 
  

 
BHSCT has identified a file re: a William Robert 
Murdock (DOB 18/05/1962) however as there have 
been two William Murdock’s recently identified as 
possibly having been resident in Kincora throughout 
the lifetime of the institution, it is unclear which one 
this material relates to. 

 Childcare file currently unavailable. Considerable 
corporate material relating to this child submitted by 
BHSCT in March 2013. 

 Referred to in appendix 3.  Not enough information 
on which to base searches. 

 More information required on which to base 
searches. 
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HIA ref Location stored Facility First page Last Page
No of 
pages Name of file Content

Ref (if 
appicable)

HIAI/EB/1
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 EHSSB 06/02/1974 23/02/1988 376

Committee of Inquiry 
Children's Homes & 
Hostels

Reports, Papers etc into the inquiry into Children's Home and hostels 
(Hughes Inquiry). Monitoring arrangements  for Children's Homes, 
written submissions from Organisations, correspondence re individuals 
claiming against EHSSB.

HIAI/EB/2
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 EHSSB 23/08/1949 07/07/1982 164  file 1

File information on  during time in care including foster 
care, Brefne, Bawnmore, Kincora. Includes: medical records, original 
birth certificate (born  etc.  Correspondence re
claim for compensation for personal injuries he alleged he sustained at 
Kincora Hostel. CI/EB/20

HIAI/EB/3
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 EHSSB 11/03/1952 11/11/1982 165  file 2 (4)

History sheets of  during time in care. Came into care 
age 2 months old. CI/EB/20

HIAI/EB/4
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 EHSSB 24/09/1973 07/06/1982 87

CI EB 64 Staff in 
Residential Homes

Index of documents for the Committee of Inquiry into Children's Homes 
and Hostels. Correspondence from Director of social Services, EHSSB re 
conduct at children's homes, corporal punishment, clothing allowances 
etc.  Minutes of meetings of Directors os soical Services CI EB 64

HIAI/EB/5
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 EHSSB Aug-84 18/06/1985 61

My own correspondence 
with the Committee of 
Inquiry, R. J, Bunting

Correspondence by Bob Bunting. Statements from James Price Cullen, 
RUC re investigations in William McGrath from November 1973. 
Statements from R. J Bunting re investigatons into abuse at Kincora by 
William McGrath and Joseph Mains.  Other statements.

HIAI/EB/6
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 EHSSB 140

Copies of COI Freedom 
of Information Nov/Dec 
2009

Information for Committee of Inquiry into Children's Homes and 
Hostels

HIAI/EB/7
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 EHSSB 09/04/1950 24/04/1985 265

EB513 84 General 
correspondence 01

General correspondence from Director of Social Services re submissions 
to Committee of Inquiry into Children's Homes and Hostels. Statements 
from young people in care re incidents. Statement of witnesses. 
Correpondence to R J Bunting. EB513 84

HIAI/EB/9
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 Williamson House 03/11/1980 02/09/1985 390

Mr Witchell, Williamson 
House

Correspondence to and from Mr Bob Bunting re committee of Inquiry 
into Children's Homes and Hostels. Correspondence re Disciplinary 
Appeal Hearings of staff. Details of Gross Misconduct cases EHSSB since 
1979. Statements from boys re incidents of sexual nature by Mr 
Witchell to boys in the home. Also mention of esident 
in Kincora

HIAI/EB/28
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 Kincora Boy's hostel 26/03/1985 22/04/2009 74 Bob Bunting, Personal

Response by R. Bunting, Assistant Director of Social Services (F&CC) 
1973-96 re Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Children's Homes 
and Hostels for Young People 1986 dated 22/4/09. Police Statement 
from Joseph Mains warden of Kincora Boy's hostel 1/4/80. Statement 
on the monitoring of residential child care services for 1984, EHSSB. 
Statement of procedures and terms of reference for Committe of 
Inquiry into Children's Home and hostels. Correspondence from Bob 
Bunting.

HIAI/EB/32a
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 Kincora Boy's hostel 26/01/1984 28/06/1984 74 Graham R. H. V EHSSB

File / documents on Ronald Hugh Graham. Mr Bob Bunting dealt with 
case re Ronald Hugh Graham vs EHSSB for claim for damages re abuse 
at Kincora Boy's Hostel.  Correspondence to R. Morrison. 
Correspondence from Hugh Connor, Principal Social Worker. 
Correspondence from Solicitors to DLS.

HIAI/EB/32b
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06

Kincora Boy's Hostel, 60 
North Road, Ettaville 
Girls Hostel, Palmerston 
Assessment Centre, 
Marmion Children's 
Home, Williamson House 
Belfast, Brefne Somerton 
Road Belfast, Bawnmore 
Children's Home. 25/06/1984 09/05/1989 24

Ronald Graham 
CC/W/135/76

File/documents re Ronald Hugh Graham. Correspondence to/ from 
Bob Bunting, Acting Director of Social Services.  Correspondence re 
claim for damages re abuse at Kincora Boy's Hostel. Information shared 
by Bob Bunting to Legal Adviser, CSA including Reports by EHSSB on 
Statutory Visits to Kincora Boy's Hostel, 60 North Road, Ettaville Girls 
Hostel, Palmerston Assessment Centre, Marmion Children's Home, 
Williamson House Belfast, Brefne Somerton Road Belfast, Bawnmore 
Children's Home.

CC/W/135/76.  
CI/EB/15

HIAI/EB/33
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06

Kincora Boy's Hostel, 
Palmerston Assessment 
Centre, Marmion 
Children's Home, 
Williamson House 
Belfast, Brefne Somerton 
Road Belfast, Bawnmore 
Children's Home, 
Glenmore Children's 
Home 27/04/1982 19/02/1985 106

Kincora & Bawnmore 
General Correspondence 
(2), HSCB Archive File

Correspondence from/to Bob Bunting. Correspondence re Inquiry into 
Children's Homes and Hostels. Details of Recuitment and management 
of Mr J H Clarke and  Robert Elder.  Inventory of files post 
1973 for Bawnmore Children's Home. Document listing residential Child 
Care Staff alleged to have committed sexual offences working in 
Children's Homes. LIst of names of boys discharged from Kincora since 
January 1977 and from January 1965

HIAI/EB/34a
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 Kincora Boy's Hostel 17/11/1982 09/02/1983 75

DHSS (London) Report 
on Homes & Hostels for 
Children & Young People 
& the Board's Response

Report of the DHSS team on Homes and Hostels for Children and Young 
People in Northern Ireland. Extracts from meetings re Inquiry.

CI/EB 62 (1) - 1 
of 3 files

HIAI/EB/34b
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 Kincora Boy's Hostel 05/11/1983 11/04/1984 26

DHSS Circulars on 
Monitoring of 
Residential Childcare 
Services and the Board's 
Response

Minutes of Committee of Personal and Social Services re Monitoring of 
Residential Childcare Services. Correspondence to/from Bob Bunting, 
Director of Social Services. Extracts from Board Meetings re Monitoring 
of Residential Childcare Services.

CI/EB/G2 (2)- 2 
of 3 files

HIAI/EB/34c
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 Kincora Boy's Hostel 03/11/1983 31/01/1984 91

DHSS Consultative Paper 
on a Complaints 
Procedure for children in 
Residential Child Care 
and their Parents and 
the Board's Response

Correspondence / Extracts of Board Minutes/ EHSSB response to the  
'Consultative paper on a Complaints Procedure for Children in 
Residential Care and their Parents' issued by DHSS on 21st October 1983

CI/EB 62 (3) - 3 
of 3 files

HIAI/EB/35
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06

Kincora Boy's Hostel, 
Palmerston Assessment 
Centre, Marmion 
Children's Home, 
Williamson House 
Belfast,  Somerton Road 
Belfast,   Shore House 
Children's Home, De la 
Salle Boys Home Rubane 
House Kircubbin 30/06/1984 09/10/1985 73

Committee of Inquiry - 
Index II

EHSSB Index of documents for the Committee of Inquiry into Children's 
Homes and Hostels - details names of staff and young people in care. 
Report by Bob Bunting re Kincora Hostel-Mr Scoular's Involvement.  List 
of documents in Legal Department's Strongroom relating to Kincora 
Boy's Home.  Correspondence from District Social Services Officer, 
EHSSB to Mr J Mains, Mr R Semple, Mr W McGrath (Senior Officers in 
homes) advising of suspension of duty due to serious allegations of 
abuse. Forms of consent for sharing of statements to the RUC with 
Legal Advisers of EHSSB.  Minutes of 'Meeting of the Following Persons 
at Law Courts'. CI Index II

HIAI/EB/37
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06

Kincora Boy's Hostel, 
Valetta Park Hostel 
Newtownards,  Valetta 
Park Hostel 
Newtownards, 
Williamson House 
Children's Home 14/03/1979 08/10/1985 109

Man power and 
Training. All of the 
papers in this file relate 
to the Hughes Inquiry 
1984-86- R Bunting 
23/7/14

Correspondence from Bob Bunting, Acting Director of Social Services re 
Kincora Inquiry.  Correspondence re vetting of visitors to statutory and 
voluntary homes from 1973. Fees in connection with Professional 
Services for Committee of Enquiry in Children's Homes and hostels. 
Correspondence to/from  Anna McPhillips re enquiries relevant to work 
she undertook when an employee of Board. Correspondence from 
Committee of Inquiry into Children's Homes and Hostels. Queries raised 
in relation to , by Inquiry team to EHSSB. 
Correspondence re Richie Kerr at time in Williamson House.   
Correspondence to PRONI re files borrowed for inquiry (REsidents in 
Children's HOmes) and returned by Bob Bunting. 

HIAI/EB/38
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06 Kincora Boy's Hostel 06/02/1974 02/02/1988 130 File from EHSSB Registry

Photocopies of Newspaper articles re Kincora scandal.  Manpower 
Planning Group Guidelines for social Services staff.  Correspondence 
from DHSS re Committee of Inquiry into Children's Homes and Hostels- 
the Hughes Inquiry.  Statement of Witnesses from Reverend Martin 
Smyth who informed EHSSB of Mr William McGrath's alleged 
homosexual activity and asking EHSSB in 1975 to look into this as he 
now worked in a  boy's hostel. EB/513/8

HIAI/EB/39
Cabinet 3, 
Room FFS06

Kincora Boy's Hostel, 
Palmerston Assessment 
Centre, Williamson 
House Belfast,  Somerton 
Road Belfast,    60 North 
Road Belfast, Ettaville 
Girls Hostel, Rosebank, 
Firbeck, 25/02/1984 22/06/1984 120

Inquiry into Children's 
Homes and Hostels 
(Hughes Report).

Information re Inquiry into Children's Homes and Hostels. Including 
establishment of Inquiry panel etc. Personnel employed by EHSSB. 
Appointment of Committee for Inquiry. Statement of Procedures and 
Term of Reference for Inquiry. Information re staff turnover in 
children's homes. Background information on 
(DOB 4/3/59) who was in care at Valetta Park Hostel. Statement of 
Witnesses from Reverend Martin Smyth who informed EHSSB of Mr 
William McGrath's alleged homosexual activity and asking EHSSB in 
1975 to look into this as he now worked in a  boy's hostel.  Findings 
from Inquiry and recommendations.

Registry (2).  EB 
513 84.

HIAI/EB/58 Room FF506 HSCB 20/04/2011 22/02/2013 Folio 24

Historical Institutional 
Abuse Inquiry Copied 
Ddocuments

Contains information from from Inquiry to HSCB also includes 
Monitoring Reports Glenmore Page 60. Master copy of the Stinson 
Report/s @2 Ref Lissue Hosp Original and photocopied documents 
originating from Lissue Reprtts PG136 Refers to COI and Ref to Main F1/D2/SS21

HIAI/EB/59 Room FF506 HSCB Feb-86 21/11/2015 277

Historical Institutional 
Abuse Inquiry Copied 
Ddocuments

Contains information from from Inquiry to HSCB also includes 
Monitoring Reports Glenmore Page 60. Master copy of the Stinson 
Report/s @2 Ref Lissue Hosp Original and photocopied documents 
originating from Lissue Reprtts PG136 Refers to COI and Ref to Mains 
ans Semple Lincora May 84 HIAI/EB/59

HIAI/EB/60 Room FF506 HSCB May-84 Aug-12 141

Historical Institutional 
Abuse Inquiry Opriginal  
Ddocuments

Historical Institutional Abuse Inquiry Opriginal & Copied Ddocuments 
Original Written submission by EHSSB to COI Ref CI/EB.88 
Implementation of COI Rep to CH and Hostels Ref to Kincora Boys' 
Hostel and staff employed /Admissions to Kincora from Jan 1965 
Poor Copy of written note/ Ref Letter to S quinn Sec COI  from EHSSB 
re Kincora and COI dated 23/5/1984 Ref to access to 
papers and amily /Glenmore CH Reports @5 3@CD 
DiscMr y Lissue/ Lissue/Western Trust CD for 
HIAI HIAI/EB/60
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Historical Institutional Abuse Inquiry 

Belfast HSCB Electronic File List for Module 15 Kincora 

 

File Name Description Date of 
correspondence 

Number of 
pages/Size 

of file 
James 

Anthony 
Richard Miller 

Includes 
Admission to care, 
correspondence, 

Medical, 
Recording and 

Reports 

20/10/77 –
29/11/78 

62 Pages 

Case 
conference 

reports 

Case Conference 
Reports 

24/11/76-
1/6/87 

37 pages 

Progress 
Reports 

Progress Reports 25/7/74-5/7/79 53 pages 

Requests for 
Admission to 

Kincora 

Requests for 
Admission to 

Kincora 

1/9/67-28/2/78 55 pages 

Kincora 
claims 

Letters, Memos 
and 

Correspondence 
regarding Claims. 

9/9/88-27/6/90 17 pages 

Kincora 
Corp.1- 

Paper cuttings 
relating to the 
case, summary 
report outlining 

the events on the 
day the allegations 

came to light in 
the Irish 

Independent 
newspaper, Press 
release from chief 

constable RUC, 
Statement of Clive 

Scoular, List of 
boys discharged 

since1977 

25/1/80-
29/10/83 

57 pages 

Kincora 
Corp.2- 

Paper cuttings, 
requests for 

medical cards, 
notice for staff 
receiving legal 

assistance, 
statements by Sec 

of State NI, 

5/3/80-1/6/87 83 pages 
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Chairman of the 
Board, press 
statement by 

Board, letters to 
Kincora staff re 

closure, Inspection 
report 

Kincora 
Corp.3- 

Statements of 
young people & 

papers relating to 
allegations, List of 
Kincora residents 

8/9/67-9/10/71 69 Pages 

Kincora 
Corp.4- 

Legal 
consultations, 

statements, terms 
of ref for inquiry, 
list of barristers, 
lettrs sent from 

Inquiry to Board, 
legal info, 

overview & 
allegations made 
prior to inquiry, 
Mains release 

info, Bawnmore 
Info. 

1/5/84-
12/12/84 

197 pages 

Kincora 
Corp.5- 

Staffing issues, 
appointment of 
medical officer, 
recruitment of 

staff, shift rotas, 
reports relating to 
boys, SW reports 

on Home, Visits to 
home, 

expenditure, staff 
training, court 

appearances of 
boys, admission to 

Kincora, Annual 
leave entitlements 

and clothing 
requirements 

6/9/67-2/11/79 146 pages 

Kincora 
corporate 

Hughes 
Report 

Response of 
Department to 

Enquiry 
recommendations, 
Kincora Statement 

of purpose, 
written 

submission of 

29/8/79-
23/3/89 

82 pages 
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EH&SSB for 
Inquiry, Requests 

from Legal 
Advisors in respect 
of documentation 

required for 
Inquiry 

Kincora-
Purchases, 

Holidays, Use 
of facilities, 

Visits to 
Hostel, fire 
Inspection 

Purchases, 
Holidays, Use of 

facilities, Visits to 
Hostel, fire 
Inspection 

8/1/75-10/5/79 35 pages 

Kincora 
witness 

statements 
scanned and 

saved 
14/3/2013 

Kincora witness 
statements 

8/2/80-12/5/82 100 pages 

McGrath 
William HR 

William McGrath 
HR information 

29/1/49-7/3/80 68 pages 

Residential 
care 

arrangements 
and R J 
bunting 

statement 

EHSSB statement 
on the Monitoring 

of Residential 
child Care Services 

for 1984 

1984 176 pages 

D.C John 
Scully  

D.C John Scully 
witness statement 

and related 
information 

28/11/80-
23/9/82 

18 pages 

  
Summary of 

Information and 
witness statement 

and related info  

18/10/77-
1/3/80 

17 pages 

Richard Kerr Richard Kerr Social  
Report, Witness 
statement and 
related info 

14/3/79-
25/2/80 

14 pages 

SGT Gerald 
Sillery 

Witness 
Statement 

14/4/80 8 pages 

Stanley 
Gordon 
Higham  

Stanley Gordon 
Higham Witness 

statements 
18/2/80 12/5/82 

21/4/82 

18/2/80-
12/5/82  

10 pages 

Semple R. HR R. Semple HR file 8/9/64-
14/12/81 

87 pages 

Shore House Shore house and 1/2/85-19/2/85 16 pages 
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and Firmont 
Investigations 

Firmont 
Investigations 

Visits File 1 Visits to Kincora 3/10/75-
14/15/8/84 

43 pages 

Visits file 2 Visits to Kincora 26/4/72-
1/11/79 

39 pages 

Extracts from 
Kincora files 

 

Info from Kincora 
Enquiry 1985, 

Kincora 
correspondence, 
documents and 

submissions 

1/4/80-22/4/09 476 pages 

Clynton 
Massey 
Kincora 

Clynton Massey 
info including 
History sheet, 

psychology 
review, medical, 
school progress, 
admittance and 
discharge from 

Kincora, summary 
report 

 

15/4/69-2/4/80 108 pages 

Hugh Quinn Correspondence 
regarding Hugh 

Quinn 

9/9/88-14/8/89 5 pages 

 CAHMS, History 
Sheet, Social Work 

reports 

2/6/74-25/6/80 57 pages 

R Kerr Admission to care, 
social work 

reports, School 
progress, medical 

certificates 

28/12/66-
8/11/77 

32 pages 

HA.13.147 – 
Summary of 

operating 
costs 

Summary of 
operating costs 

1968/69 13 pages 

HA.13.269 - 
Kincora 

Good 
management of 

Hostel, opening of 
Hostel and 

appointment of an 
Assistant Warden 

24/12/57-
3/8/67 

12 pages 

WHSSB 
Hughes 

Sunmissions 

WHSSB Hughes 
Submissions 

March84-Sept 
85 

291 pages 

Written 
Submission of 

E.H.S.S.B to 
Hughes 

Written 
submission of 

EHSSB to Hughes 
Inquiry 

1960-1984 38 pages 
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Inquiry 0001 
Kincora 
Welfare 

Committee 
files found in 

PRONI 

Welfare 
Committee 

Minutes with 
mention of 

Kincora 

28/2/58-
12/11/68 

53 pages 

Re  
and 

 

Court 
transcription 

20/3/86 5 pages 

Ronald 
Graham 

History Sheet 
Admission to care 

SW Notes 

28/2/74-
18/8/75 

13 pages 

Terry Report 
re Kincora 

Terry Report 27/5/83 30 pages 

 

  

Family info 
submitted  

7.3.69 3 pages 
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HIA REF: [    ] 

NAME:  [ Health and Social Care Board] 

DATE:  [ 29 April 2016 ] 

THE INQUIRY INTO HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 1922 TO 1995 

 __________________________________________________________ 
Witness Statement of Health & Social Care Board  

_______________________________________________________ 

I  Fionnuala McAndrew, Director of Social Care and Children will say as follows: - 

1. By correspondence of 5 February 2016 the Inquiry has requested the Board

to provide a Rule 9 Statement considering “in chronological order any missed

opportunities to prevent abuse occurring at Kincora”.

2. In preparing this statement the transcripts provided by the Inquiry of the

hearings before the Committee of Inquiry (“the Hughes Inquiry”) and the

Hughes Inquiry Report have been considered.

Belfast Welfare Authority 

1960 – 1966 

3. In December 1981 Mr Mains was convicted of one count of buggery and one

of gross indecency towards R3 [HIA 705, para 3.52], who had three

placements in Kincora between 22 February 1960 and 5 August 1963 [KIN
114025]. In respect of same the Hughes Inquiry found:

“… we do not believe that there was any evidence of Mr Mains’ homosexual

tendencies available to the authorities at this time, namely between 1960 and

1964” [HIA 707, para 3.58]
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The Board is not aware of any evidence coming to the attention of their 

predecessors after 1964 and before the complaint in 1967. 

 

4. The Hughes Inquiry further considered that at that time: “there was no 

evidence of Mr Mains’ homosexual tendencies available to the authorities”; 

“R3, for whatever reasons, decided not to complain”; “there was no outward 

sign of distress or anxiety in R3”. This led them to the conclusion: “the 

offences could not have been detected by the Belfast Welfare Authority… on 

the evidence available to them or to which they might reasonably have gained 

access”. [HIA 708, para 3.61] 

 

5. Mr Mains was also convicted of one count of buggery and one count of gross 

indecency involving R2 between June 1961 and December 1979.  R2 was 

born on  1942 and thus the convictions relate to a period when he was 

over 18.  Following the conclusion of the criminal proceedings, he made a 

further complaint in 1982 to the effect that homosexual offences had occurred 

during his residence in Kincora.  He had two placements in Kincora: 2 

January 1959 to 14 March 1961; 16 June 1961 to 16 September 1961 [KIN 
114025].  His second placement relates to a period after his 19th birthday.  No 

complaint was made by R2 during the period of his residence in Kincora. [HIA 
709, para 3.65] 

 

6. The Hughes Inquiry concluded: “Mr Mains’ offences involving R2 could not 

have been detected by the responsible authorities on the evidence to which 

they had access”. [HIA 712, para 3.71] 

 

7. In December 1981, Mr Semple was convicted of two counts of buggery and 

one gross indecency involving B3.  One conviction relating to buggery related 

to a period after B3’s discharge from Kincora. [HIA 712, para 3.72]  B3 was 

placed in Kincora from 10 February 1965 to 14 May 1966 [KIN 114026]. 

 

8. Mr Mains was also charged with one count of gross indecency in respect of 

B3, the prosecution did not proceed with this charge. [HIA 712, para 3.72] 
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9. No evidence was identified by the Hughes Inquiry upon which the Welfare 

Authority could have had knowledge of these offences, with the committee 

concluding that they “could not have been detected on the information 

available or accessible to the Belfast Welfare Authority”.  [HIA 713, para 3.75] 

 

10. The Hughes Inquiry also reported: “A reluctance to complain, together with 

varying degrees of compliance and concealment, all based on perfectly 

understandable reasons given the circumstances of the boys, prevented 

offences from coming to the attention of the responsible authorities.  Taking 

this into account along with the fact that social work was at a relatively early 

stage of its development, it is possible to reach some understanding of how 

offences went undetected in the first half of the 1960’s”.  [HIA 716, para 3.86] 

 

11. The HSCB does not consider that there was any missed opportunity during 

this period, having particular regard to the fact that no contemporaneous 

complaint was made, and that there was no evidence that the HSCB’s 

predecessors had any information about the abuse at this time.   

 

March 1966 

 

12. R4 was placed in Kincora from 2 August 1965 to 4 November 1966. [KIN 
114025]  No person was convicted of any offence in relation to R4, with the 

DPP directing “no prosecution” in respect of complaints made by him to police 

in 1980.  [HIA 714, para 3.77] 

 

13. During this placement in Kincora he “maintained a reasonable degree of 

contact with some members of his family” but did not complain to them [HIA 
715, para 3.82].  The Inquiry concluded: “there is no evidence to indicate that 

the responsible authorities could have discovered the offences”.  While R4 did 

recall being visited on around 6 occasions by his Social Welfare Officer while 

placed in Kincora, he stated that Mr Mains was always in attendance during 

those visits.  [HIA 716, para 3.85] 
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14. However, there was also evidence considered by the Committee that in March 

1966 a letter was sent to College Street, Headquarters of Belfast Welfare 

Authority, complaining of suspicions that Mr Mains’ was having a homosexual 

relationship with R4. [HIA 719, para 3.95] 

 

15. R7, who was placed in Kincora on three different occasions between August 

1964 and January 1968 gave evidence in respect of this letter.  The letter was 

not subsequently found in the course of: the RUC investigation in 1980; the 

Terry Inquiry; nor the Hughes Inquiry.  [HIA 719, para 3.95] 

 

16. The Hughes Inquiry considered whether R6 was mistaken and was referring 

to a later complaint by R7 known to have been made in 1967.  The committee 

concluded: “the fact that R6’s 1967 complaint made no reference to R4 tends 

to suggest that R7’s evidence referred to a separate event” and concluded: “It 

is regrettable that what appears to have been the first sign of positive protest 

to the authorities did not meet with more success”.  [HIA 719, para 3.95] 

 

17. In the absence of this letter having been found, the HSCB does not consider 

that this was a missed opportunity.   

 

September 1967 
 

18. In early September 1967 R5 and R6 attended the headquarters of Belfast 

Welfare Authority and made written complaints against Mr Mains.   

 

19. R5 was placed in Kincora from 31 March 1967 to 30 November 1967 [KIN 
114025].   

 

20. R6 was placed in Kincora from 17 August 1967 to 3 August 1968 [KIN 
114025].  

 

21. The complaints made were: 

a. “At a summer camp, Mr Mains, another employee of Belfast Welfare and 

an ex-resident (R2) drank whiskey; 
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b. Mr Mains did not sleep in the camp on the night; 

c. Mr Mains had asked R5 “Do I not get a kiss then?” when R5 was washing 

himself; 

d. Mr Mains had come to R6’s bed and felt around his body; 

e. Mr Mains had said “You look lovely in the water” to R6 when taking a 

bath; 

f. Mr Mains had called R6 for work while Mains was dressed only in his 

underpants; 

g. Mr Mains had said “Give me a kiss” to R6; 

h. Mr Mains went out every Friday and Saturday and got drunk.” 

[HIA 723, HR, para 3.107] 

 

22. These matters were investigated by Mr Mason, City Welfare Officer.  It also 

appears that Mr Moore, Children’s Officer, had a role in the process by way of 

interviewing R5, but did not recall same. [HIA 724, paras 3.109 and 3.110].  

Mr Mason interviewed Mr Mains on 11 September 1967.  Mr Mains, for the 

most part, accepted the facts of the behaviours alleged against him, but 

offered explanations and reasons.  [HIA 724, para 3.110]  Mr Mason 

concluded in respect of the facts: “most of them agreed by [Mr Mains] to be 

true, but that they might have tried to put a construction upon them for 

malicious reasons… Taken as it stands it does not present prima facie 

indication of wrongful conduct”.  Three recommendations were made: 

a. Mr Moore (should) interview the boys again and explain to them the 

reasons for the incidents; 

b. a closer supervision of Kincora; 

c. a careful sifting of any further information which might come our way”. 

[HIA 726, para 3.112] 

 

23. Mr Mason recalled that his papers on this investigation were submitted to the 

Town Clerk.  Mr John Dunlop, the Town Clerk at the relevant time, had no 

recollection of these papers when approached by the Hughes Inquiry.  [HIA 
726, para 3.113]  The papers from this investigation were to be placed on a 

file, which was to become known as “the Mason File”.   
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24. In considering the handling of these complaints, the Hughes Inquiry 

described: “this was the first occasion on which complaints with identifiable 

homosexual connotations came to the attention of persons responsible for 

residential child care…” [HIA 727, para 3.116].  The following findings were 

made: 

a. “It is clear that the complaints of R5 and R6 were taken seriously…”; 

b. “We had little difficulty in accepting that Mr Mains’ explanations to Mr 

Mason were individually plausible.  Even taking them as a whole, we can 

understand Mr Mason’s conclusion that the evidence did not constitute 

‘prima facie indication of wrongful conduct’…” 

[HIA 728, para 3.117] 

 

25. It was however concluded: “the safest course would have been to recommend 

to the Town Clerk that the police be called in.  This much is clear in 

retrospect.” [HIA 728, para 3.118]  They continued by acknowledging that it 

would be “unwise to assume” that the involvement of the police “would have 

inevitably prevented the continuance of homosexual offences at Kincora”, but 

nonetheless described the fact a referral was not made to police by Belfast 

Welfare Authority as “a matter of regret”. [HIA 729, para 3.119] 

 

26. What would have flowed from any police investigation in to these complaints 

at the time would be speculation.  However the HSCB acknowledges that this 

was a missed opportunity to have an investigation into what was occurring 

in Kincora, which may have resulted in further abuse being prevented.   

 

1968 
 

27. While Mrs Wilson, Assistant Children’s Officer, recalled a complaint having 

been made to her on an unknown date following her appointment in January 

1968 of Mr Mains putting his hands down a boy’s underpants, it is noted that 

this was not recalled by any other witness as a separate event and no written 

record of same was uncovered.  The Hughes Inquiry concluded that this was 

likely relating to elements of the follow-up to the 1967 complaint rather than a 

separate matter.  [HIA 734, para 3.131]. 
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28. No further incident therefore arises for consideration by the Board as to 

whether there was a missed opportunity. 

 

29. On another date probably in 1968 [HIA 720, para 3.96] R7 attended at offices 

of the Belfast Welfare Authority.  He had been discharged from Kincora in 

January 1968 and gave evidence that he “was anxious that his younger 

brother should not be sent to Kincora” [ibid].  He spoke to Mr Maybin, Social 

Welfare Officer, responsible for his brother.  Mr Maybin recalled that R7 told 

him that he did not have a particularly good experience in Kincora and made a 

comment that Mr Mains was “funny”.  By the time of this meeting Mr Maybin 

was already planning for an alternative placement for R7’s brother and did not 

intend to pursue Kincora.  He did not “embark on an exhaustive analysis of 

the meaning of “funny” or seize on its possible homosexual connotations”.  

The committee considered that this was “not surprising in the circumstances” 

and made no criticism of him. [HIA 720, para 3.97]  

 

30. No further step was taken in relation to this conversation.  The Hughes Inquiry 

noted that a course open to Mr Maybin may have been to report to 

conversation to his superiors, noting: “This information could well have been 

significant to Mr Mason, the City Welfare Officer, and to Mr Moore, the 

Children’s Officer, who had dealt with complaints against Mr Mains in 

September 1967”.  It was however noted that Mr Maybin was not aware of 

that, and thus could not have been aware of the potential significance to the 

comments.  No criticism was therefore made.  The committee concluded: 

“R7’s comments to Mr Maybin did not convey a sufficiently clear homosexual 

connotation as to constitute a genuine opportunity for the detection of 

offences at Kincora”.  [HIA 721, para 3.99] 

 

31. This complaint and investigation was never reported to the Belfast Welfare 

Committee.  The Hughes Inquiry considered this and did not criticise the 

decision not to do so having regard to: “since Mr Mason’s conclusions and 

recommendations appear to have been accepted, there would have been no 
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perceived need to seek a decision or direction from the Welfare Committee…” 

[HIA 730, para 3.122] 

 

32. Given the limited nature of information that was made available, and having 

regard to the fact that this did not come to the attention of any person that was 

in the line of management for Kincora hostel, the HSCB does not consider 

that this was a missed opportunity to detect abuse.  

 

1970 
 

33. Following the appointment of Mr McCaffrey as Assistant Children’s Officer in 

December 1979 he recalled being asked by Mr Moore to investigate a 

complaint that Mr Mains had slapped a boy on the buttocks.  The boy’s name 

was not identified.  Upon attending with Mr Mains he was advised that this 

slap had been in response to misbehaviour or horseplay. [HIA 735, para 

3.133]  The Hughes Inquiry believed this was a separate incident,  [HIA 735, 

para 3.136] and took the view that this contained “no obvious homosexual 

colour” [HIA 735, para 3.136].   

 

34. The committee concluded that this incident “would not have provided Mr 

Mason with sufficient corroboration of his residual doubts concerning Mr 

Mains’ sexual preferences to justify a further reference to the Town Clerk’s 

office”.    

 

35. The HSCB does not therefore consider that this offered any opportunity to 

detect or prevent abuse that occurred at Kincora. 

 

1971 
 

36. In August 1971 the Mason File was reopened following receipt of written 

complaints from R8, who had been placed in Kincora from 29 April 1968 to 2 

August 1971 [KIN 114025].  Two letters were received: one in the District 

Office, and a second at EHSSB Headquarters.  The letters were “virtually 

identical in form and content”.  [HIA 737, para 3.141]  
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37. The complaints raised were: 

a. “R8 and another resident, whom he named, complained to Mr Mains 

about homosexual advances by a third resident, R34, with whom they 

shared a bedroom.  Mr Mains moved the second boy, but not R8, and did 

not report the matter to the welfare authorities; 

b. Mr Mains offered R8 five shillings to rub ointment into his back and made 

grunting noises of satisfaction; 

c. During the massage, Mr Mains suggested that R8 had lied in complaining 

about R34 and suggested that they had been in bed together; 

d. Mr Mains said that it was not safe for R8 to go back to his own room and 

persuaded R8 to stay the night with him; 

e. R8 kept his jeans on in Mr Mains’ bed and turned to face the wall.  Mr 

Mains put his arms round him and muttered “On to it, on to it”; 

f. The same thing happened to another boy, R33; 

g. Mr Mains regularly slept with a friend, whom R8 named as R2; 

h. R33 had seen R2 lying in Mr Main’s bed.”  

[HIA 737, para 3.141] 

 

38. When staff in the District became aware of this letter, they did not notice a 

note on the envelope that said “to be handed in to Central Police Station”.  

The Social Welfare Officer liaised with her immediate superior, who was the 

Senior Social Welfare Officer (“SSWO”).  Following communication with 

Headquarters the SSWO learnt that the matter was to be investigated by Mr 

Mason and that she was to do nothing about the letter.  However, the SSWO 

did inform her line manager, the Divisional Welfare Officer for West Belfast, 

who was at this time Mr Bunting, on his return from leave some two weeks 

later.. [HIA 739, paras 3.145, 3.146 and 3.147] 

 

39. The complaints were investigated by Mr Mason, Chief Welfare Officer, along 

with Mr William Johnston, Deputy Town Clerk, the latter having been directed 

to take part as deputy by the Town Clerk to whom the complaint had been 

referred.   
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40. The investigation was initially progressed by interviewing R8.  It was recorded 

that he “did not appear to be a convincing witness but … had reaffirmed all 

the statements made in his letter”.  R33 was also interviewed by Messrs 

Mason and Johnston.  He corroborated R8’s allegation that he had received a 

similar approach from Mr Mains.  [Hughes Report, para 3.149] 

 

41. On 25 August 1971, by memorandum, details of the investigations were 

passed to Mr John Young, Town Solicitor.  The memo included: “There are 

sufficient grounds to have the matter considered as one which should be 

referred to the police in view of the allegations which were made against the 

same officer in September 1967.” [ibid] 

 

42. No further written record appears to be available as to the outcome thereafter.  

Some suggestion was made in evidence that the matter may have been 

discussed with police.  The police did not however recall any such discussion, 

and there was certainly no written reference to them.  Mr Johnston also 

recalled that the Town Solicitor and Town Clerk had discussed the matter, 

leading to a conclusion that there was not sufficient evidence to proceed. 

 

43. The Hughes Inquiry determined that “the decision not to refer the “Mason File” 

to the police was an error of judgment by the Town Solicitor and by the Town 

Clerk”.  In the committee’s view the evidence of 1967 and 1971 in the Mason 

File “was in our view sufficient to establish a pattern of suspicious behaviour 

by Mr Mains and contained unmistakeable allegations of criminal conduct in 

respect of the 1971 complaints, one of which was corroborated by R33. [HIA 
742, para 3.157] 

 

44. This should also be seen in the context of other evidence and finding by the 

Hughes Inquiry, namely: 

a. The letter of complaint was received in late August 1971.  Internment had 

been introduced at the start of that month, the effect of which was that 

August “was characterised by very extensive civil unrest which created 

extreme pressures for public officials” [HIA 742, para 3.158]; 
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b. R8 had been recorded to have presented as an unconvincing witness; 

[ibid] 

c. R8 and R33 were no longer in care, although this was considered to be of 

only marginal importance given the risk to other boys that could have 

continued; [ibid]; 

d. Mr Mason was commended as Chief Welfare Officer for his handling of 

these complaints [HIA 743, para 3.159]  

 

45. The HSCB accepts this was a missed opportunity.  It is noted this accords 

with the findings of the Hughes Report where the committee concluded: “we 

consider that, on the balance of probabilities, referral of the “Mason File” to 

the police in 1971 would have proved decisive in the discovery of Mr Mains’ 

and Mr Semple’s homosexual activities and would have created a major 

deterrent to future misconduct.” [HIA 745, para 3.164]  It is also noted that in 

giving evidence to the Hughes Inquiry, Mr Mason accepted “that there was a 

breakdown in the dissemination of information about the various complaints 

against Mr Mains resulting from a lack of written communications and his 

retention of the “Mason file”; and a lack of co-ordination in that nobody knew 

about all the complaints”. The Hughes Inquiry found it “regrettable that [Mr 

Mason] does not appear to have made Mr Bunting [Children’s Officer] and 

Mrs Wilson [Assistant Children’s Officer] fully acquainted with the complaints 

known to him by referring the “Mason file” formally to them in writing in view of 

their management responsibility for the hostel”. [HIA 747, para 3.169] 

 

1972 – 1974  
 

46. B1 was placed in Kincora from 9 April 1972 to 25 February 1974 [KIN 
114026].  He made no complaint until 1980, when he complained to police 

that Mr McGrath had made homosexual advances to him.  No person was 

charged with any offence relating to his stay in Kincora.   

 

47. B1 was visited by Social Workers during his placement in Kincora.  He 

recalled that their visits largely focussed on his relationships with his family, 

but accepted that even if the nature of his contact with them had been 
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different he would probably not have confided in them.  [HIA 722, para 3.103]  

The committee was satisfied that the visiting by Social Workers “was 

sufficiently frequent and regular to provide an opportunity for complaints to be 

made”  [HIA 723, para 3.105] and concluded “There was noting in B1’s 

evidence or the papers relating to him, looked at in isolation, that led us to 

conclude that Mr McGrath’s alleged offences could have been detected by the 

relevant authorities”.  [HIA 723, para 3.106] 

 

48. The HSCB considers that there is no information that any opportunity was 

missed in relation to the experiences of B1 to detect the abuse that was 

occurring at Kincora.   

 

49. The HSCB also notes that while Informant B, who had not been a resident of 

Kincora at any time, but who prompted events discussed below in 1974, 

suggested that he had also made an anonymous call to a fieldwork office of 

Belfast Welfare Authority in late 1972 or 1973, the Hughes Inquiry considered 

that it was unlikely this would have led to the uncovering of the allegations 

made against Mr McGrath at this time.  No information therefore came to the 

attention of the Welfare Authority through this means at this particular time.  

[HIA 771, paras 4.55 and 4.57] 

 

Eastern Health and Social Services Board 

 

50. Following re-organisation on 1 October 1973 Kincora was situated within the 

Eastern Health and Social Services Board area.  It was managed within the 

East Belfast and Castlereagh District. 

 

51. The files relating to the management of the Home by Belfast Welfare Authority 

were transferred.  In particular, “the Mason File” prepared and held by Mr 

Mason, the City Welfare Officer comprising the complaints of 1967 and 1971, 

was provided directly to Mr Robert Bunting in or around June 1973 in 

anticipation of re-organisation, and in the knowledge that he had been 

appointed Assistant Director (Family and Child Care) to the new Board.  Mr 
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Bunting regarded this file as a closed file and placed it in his drawer.  [HIA 
749, paras 3.172 and 3.173] 

 

52. After reorganisation the relevant line management structure for Kincora was: 

a. Assistant Principal Social Worker, Mr Higham, appointed from July 1976; 

b. Principal Social Worker, Mrs Wilson, in post from re-organisation and who 

was initially responsible for direct line management of Mr Mains as 

Officer-in-Charge, and the monthly monitoring visits, until her retirement 

in late 1975.  Her post was assumed by Ms Lorna McGrath on 1 January 

1976.  She therefore also assumed Mrs Wilson’s responsibilities until the 

the appointment of Mr Higham.   Upon his appointment as Assistant 

Principal Social Worker, he was responsible for direct line management of 

Mr Mains, and reported to Ms McGrath until he left his post in January 

1979; 

c. District Social Services Officer, Mr Scoular, in post from re-organisation; 

d. Director, EHSSB, Mr Gilliland, in post from re-organisation. 

 

53.  Also within this structure, Mr Robert Bunting was Assistant Director (Family 

and Child Care).  He had responsibilities that extended to the monitoring of 

services, including residential child care, and was directly responsible to Mr 

Gilliland.  He himself, from reorganisation, did not have any line management 

function.   

 

January 1974 

 

54. On 23 January 1974 an anonymous call was received by Mr Colin McKay, a 

Senior Social Worker within a fieldwork office at Holywood Road of the East 

Belfast and Castlereagh District.  The Hughes Inquiry noted that the 

substance of this case was that Mr McGrath: 

a. “had made improper suggestions to the boys; 

b. had gone to live in the hostel for this purpose; and  

c. had written a note to one of the boys making improper suggestions” 

[HIA 766, para 4.41] 
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55. This information was passed by Mr McKay, through Mr Brian Todd, Assistant 

Principal Social Worker, to Mrs Wilson, Principal Social Worker (Residential 

and Day Care).  This information was therefore passed to appropriate persons 

in the management line for Kincora.  Mrs Wilson took steps in respect of 

same, the first being to tell Mr Mains that she wished to see Mr McGrath 

about the call.  [HIA 767, para 4.43]  At this date Mrs Wilson did not have 

information regarding earlier complaints against Mr Mains, and thus her 

decision to contact the Officer-in-Charge follows what would have been 

expected. 

 

56. Mrs Wilson interviewed Mr McGrath, with Mr McKay present, on 4 February 

1974.  He denied the complaints and advised that a similarly untrue complaint 

had been made against him previously and that there had been a previous 

call of a similar nature to police.  Mrs Wilson’s assessment was that he was 

not trying to hide anything, and that he was telling the truth.  She reported the 

outcome of the interview to Mr Clive Scoular.  [HIA 767, para 4.43 – 4.45]  

The boys then resident in Kincora were not spoken to.   

 

57. The Hughes Inquiry found that this information should have been reported to 

police, having regards to the following: 

a. Mr Scoular and Mrs Wilson were aware that a similar call had been made 

to police, and thus they should have ensured that the police were 

acquainted with the additional information [HIA 769, para 4.47]; 

b. “…this allegation, of a criminal nature but deficient in detail, could only 

have been investigated properly by the police”. [HIA 770, para 4.49]  

 

58. The HSCB also notes that this was a serious allegation against a member of 

staff in a residential children’s home, yet the information was not passed by 

the District to the Board.  The Hughes Committee did not comment on this, 

however the HSCB considers this unfortunate, as had this been reported to 

the Area Board it may have prompted knowledge about “the Mason File” 

which was to ultimately remain unknown to staff in direct management of 

Kincora until 1976.   
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59. The Hughes Inquiry found that this ought to have been referred to the police.  

Similar allegations had been passed to police in 1973 and staff therefore 

should have ensured “that the police were acquainted with the additional 

information”.  This therefore represented a missed opportunity to further 

potential investigation by police, and to bring the Mason File to light at an 

earlier stage. It is noted, however, that “the Mason file” contained complaints 

against Mr Mains and this anonymous report was against Mr McGrath.  [HIA 
769, para 4.47] 

 

March 1974 
 

60. By 1 March 1974, information about Mr McGrath had come to the attention of 

police.  Detective Constable Cullen met with Informant B, the source, on this 

date.  Informant B had been resident in a home set up by McGrath in the 

1950’s/early 1960’s.  He suggested that Mr McGrath had interfered with him. 

 

61. This information was discussed within the RUC between DC Cullen and 

Assistant Chief Constable Meharg.  While further steps were taken by DC 

Cullen in terms of meeting with Informant B, and securing copies of letters 

from him, no step was taken to approach the Eastern Health and Social 

Services Board. 

 

62. At this time therefore there was no relevant information in the possession of 

the HSCB’s predecessors that would have required any step to be taken.  The 

failure of the police, however, to contact the EHSSB at this time did result in a 

missed opportunity for consideration of the “Mason file” at an earlier date, 

and resulted in a significant delay in the sharing of relevant information.  This, 

however, is not a matter that fell within the control of the HSCB’s predecessor. 

 

May to September 1974 

 

63. On 3 November 1973 R15, then aged 13, and his brother were placed in 

Kincora.  They remained there until 20 September 1974 [KIN 114025] 
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64. R15 described to the Hughes Inquiry that shortly after being placed in the 

hostel Mr McGrath had “grabbed him by the genitals”.  He told his brother that 

day and Mr Mains the next day.  There is no evidence that Mr Mains passed 

this to his own line manager.  R15 or his brother did tell their parents, but 

initially they thought that this was an attempt by R15 to get out of the hostel 

and back home.  They did not therefore take any action at that time. [HIA 772, 

para 4.59] 

 

65. R15 told his brother of a further incident in or around May 1974.  His brother 

again told his parents.  On 17 May 1974 a complaint was made by R15’s 

mother to his fieldwork Social Worker, Miss McClean (later Mrs Grey).  She 

was a Social Worker in the College Street office of the North and West Belfast 

District, and thus not the District that had direct responsibility for Kincora. [HIA 
773, para 4.61] 

 

66. The complaint was discussed with Mr Orr, Senior Social Worker.  This family 

was known to have been aggrieved by the placement of their children in care 

and as such there was consideration given to whether this was an attempt to 

secure their return home.  Further Mr Mains reported to Miss McClean that he 

had spoken to Mr McGrath about it and there was no truth in the allegation.  

[HIA 773, paras 4.61 and 4.62] 

 

67. A second complaint was made of the same behaviour being repeated in 

September 1974.  A meeting was called between the mother, Social Worker 

and Senior Social Worker on 17 September 1974.  That meeting ultimately 

ended up focussing on arrangements for returning the boys to a family 

placement with their sisters and there was no discussion about the complaint, 

despite that having been the core reason for the meeting having been called. 

 

68. Neither of these complaints were passed to East Belfast and Castlereagh 

District, and no staff in line management for the hostel were aware of these 

complaints, the sole point of contact having been Mr Mains. 
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69. The Hughes Report considered the mode of investigation of these complaints 

[HIA 775, para 4.65] but ultimately concluded that both the May 1974 and 

September 1974 complaints should have been brought to the attention of 

management in the responsible District.  While it was noted that in September 

1974 there was a plan for R15 to leave Kincora, it was noted:  

 

“Although the immediate problem was solved in that the boys were removed 

from Kincora, there remained a potential danger to other residents and Mr 

Orr’s scepticism should not have closed his mind entirely to this possibility.” 

[HIA 775, paras 4.66 and 4.67] 

 

70. No criticism was made for not reporting this to police “since it would have 

been irregular for him to do so without consulting Mr McGrath’s District 

management”.  [HIA 776, para 4.68] 

 

71. The Board considers that the failure of staff in the North & West Belfast 

District to advise the hostel’s management in the East Belfast and 

Castlereagh District of a complaint against Mr McGrath resulted in a missed 
opportunity.  It would have allowed management to consider again the 

context of the January 1974 anonymous telephone call.  

 

November 1974 

 

72. The Hughes Inquiry considered a document dated 8 November 1974 

purporting to be an Army Intelligence Report that suggested Mr Mains, Mr 

Semple and Mr McGrath were all “known homosexuals”.  It also referenced 

early investigations by Belfast Welfare Authority.  [HIA 777, para 4.73] 

 

73. There was no evidence before the Hughes Inquiry that this document came to 

the attention of EHSSB at that time, or any later time.   

 

74. Mr Wallace, a Senior Information Officer, at Army Headquarters, was alleged 

to have made an anonymous telephone call in 1975 to “a senior official in the 

Belfast Welfare Department making him aware of the allegations relating to 
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the abuses….” [HIA 778, para 4.75].  The HSCB notes that in 1975 the 

relevant body would have been the EHSSB or East Belfast and Castlereagh 

District thereof.   

 

75. Mr Wallace did not give evidence to the Hughes Inquiry.  No finding was 

made of a further telephone call coming to the attention of Board staff at the 

relevant time.   

 

1975 

 

76. R14 was admitted to Kincora first between 2 December 1974 and 4 January 

1975.  He returned for one night on 10 January 1975, before having a longer 

placement from 13 February 1975 to 10 June 1975.  [KIN 114025]  In 

December 1981 Mr McGrath was convicted of one count each of buggery, 

gross indecency and indecent assault of R14.  All of these offences occurred 

during the admission February – June 1975.  [HIA 763, paras 4.30, 4.31] 

 

77. R14 did not make any complaint about Mr McGrath while he was in Kincora, 

[HIA 764, para 4.32] it was however considered by the Hughes Inquiry that his 

Social Worker’s notes: “established that R14 was resistant to the Kincora 

placement prior to his second period at the hostel…” [HIA 764, para 4.34]  It 

was also noted that  R14 complained about having to remain in Kincora 

during social work visits [HIA 765, para 4.36] but no reason had been given.  

It was not until 1980 that R14 made a formal complaint that led to the 

convictions detailed above. [HIA 763, para 4.31] 

 

78. The Hughes Inquiry concluded: 

“Given the absence of any complaint of any identifiable change in his attitude 

while at Kincora, we find that the authorities could not reasonably have been 

expected to detect directly the offences against R14”. [HIA 766, para 4.40] 

 

79. The HSCB agrees with this conclusion.    
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80.  The Hughes Inquiry also considered whether, during late 1975 or possibly 

1976, there had been a further telephone call.  The suggestion of such a call 

arose during an article published in 1982 by “Social Work Today”.  It was 

considered that there was not such a call, rather there had been erroneous 

references to an incident that was actually the January 1974 call detailed 

above. 

 

1975 Rumour Evidence 

 

81. Mr Maybin, Assistant Principal Social Worker (Fieldwork Office) gave 

evidence to the Hughes Inquiry that sometime in 1975 he heard a rumour to 

the effect that Mr Mains was a homosexual.  The rumour did not indicate that 

criminal offences were taking place, and Mr Maybin regarded it as “low level 

gossip” [HIA 783, para 4.88] 

 

82. Mr Maybin reported knowledge of this rumour to police in 1982 during the 

course of the Terry Inquiry.  The Hughes Report noted: “This rumour was 

patently known to others who were not prepared to admit it to the police or 

this Inquiry”  [HIA 783, para 4.90] 

 

83. It was however considered by the Hughes Inquiry that this information should 

have been reported to Residential and Day Care Management within the 

District. [HIA 784, para 4.91] 

 

84. The HSCB accepts that there was a missed opportunity on this occasion to 

ensure that a full picture of Kincora was within the sphere of knowledge of the 

Residential and Day Care Management staff.  This, in itself, would have been 

unlikely to detect or prevent abuse, but knowledge of it may have influenced 

their responses to future information. 

 

January – March 1976 

 

85. On a date considered by the Hughes Inquiry to be “almost certainly between 

January and March” 1976 a rumour about Mr Mains came to the attention of 
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Mrs Elizabeth Fiddis, a Health Visitor in the East Belfast and Castlereagh 

District.  [HR, para 4.92] During a visit to the Holywood Road sub office of the 

District, she reported what she had been told to Ms Marion Reynolds, Social 

Worker, who was able to identify it as relating to Kincora and Mr Mains.  [HIA 
784, para 4.93] 

 

86. Immediately after this conversation Miss Reynolds telephoned Ms McGrath at 

District Headquarters. No record of this exchange was made.  While Ms 

McGrath was unable to recall the telephone call, she accepted the evidence 

of Ms Reynolds that it had been made.  [HIA 785, para 4.95 and 4.96].  The 

telephone call was also made by Ms Reynolds in the presence of Ms Hilary 

Reid, Social Worker.  Ms Reid also had a later encounter with Mrs Fiddis in 

which she confirmed that the matter had been reported to management, but 

was unable to provide her with further information. 

 

87. The Hughes Inquiry determined: 

 

“Miss Reynolds and Miss Reid took the correct course in referring the matter 

to R&DC Management.  It is to be regretted that Miss Reid did not discuss her 

conversation with Mrs Fiddis during subsequent contacts with Miss McGrath 

since, although she had no additional information to report, this might have 

brought the matter to prominence.  A similar result might have occurred if 

Miss Reynolds had recorded her conversation with Mrs Fiddis and sent the 

papers to Miss McGrath.” 

[HIA 786, para 4.98] 

 

88. It also considered that the real onus lay on Miss McGrath, who described to 

the Hughes Inquiry that she was under extreme pressure at the time and may 

not have allowed enough time for the call, or recognised the importance of 

same.  She referred to the understaffing in Residential and Day Care 

management between July 1975 and July 1976.  Despite those 

circumstances, the Hughes Inquiry did not consider that she had given the 

information “sufficient priority”.  It was found that she should have passed the 

information to Mr Scoular, however as she was unlikely to do so until she 
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herself had met Mrs Fiddis, her omission in that meeting led to the omission in 

telling the DSSO.  [HIA 787, para 4.99]  It was however recognised that this 

occurred in a context of her having no knowledge of “the Mason File”.  [HIA 
787, para 4.100] 

 

89. The HSCB considers that this was a missed opportunity to share 

information.  While this information in itself was unlikely to detect or prevent 

further abuse at Kincora, the inclusion of this information alongside all other 

information would have been a potentially important line of enquiry, especially 

when considered in light of almost concurrent events occurring at Area Board 

level detailed below. 

 

February – March 1976 

 

90. The events from re-organisation detailed above had been occurring at District 

Level.  There was no evidence that any information therefrom had been 

passed to Area Board level.  

 

91. In January 1976, Informant B had contacted DC Cullen for an up-date.  This 

had prompted a further internal meeting within the RUC between DC Cullen 

and ACC Meharg, during which a meeting was directed with EHSSB. [HIA 
791, para 4.109] 

 

92. On 19 February 1976, DC Cullen met with Mr Robert Bunting, Assistant 

Director of Social Services (Family and Child Care) at EHSSB.  Mr Bunting 

was informed of allegations that Mr McGrath was involved in paramilitary 

activity and in homosexual behaviour.  It was reported that prominent people 

were involved and thus a sense of confidentiality was conveyed.  [ibid] 

 

93. This contact prompted Mr Bunting’s memory of “the Mason File”, which was 

shown to DC Cullen at this meeting. [ibid]  Following the meeting Mr Gilliland, 

Director of Social Services was briefed.  There was no allegation that Mr 

McGrath was involved in homosexual activities with residents of Kincora.   
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94. On 15 March 1976 a meeting was held between DC Cullen, Mr Gilliland and 

Mr Bunting.  “The Mason File” was provided to DC Cullen who subsequently 

copied and returned same. [HIA 792, para 4.110]  While it was his evidence 

that a copy was sent in internal mail to ACC Meharg, the latter reported that 

he never received it.  [HIA 793, para 4.114] 

 

95. During the meeting, the EHSSB reported that the information would have to 

be shared with Mr Scoular, DSSO.  A list of all boys that had been discharged 

from Kincora from 1971 was also prepared and provided to DC Cullen. [HIA 
792, para 4.110]  While the EHSSB therefore believed that there was an 

active police investigation at this time, no such action had in fact been initiated 

within the RUC.  The Hughes Inquiry considered that despite it being 

erroneous, “the Board was entitled to take the view that these matters were 

formally under investigation by the police” and did not see how Board officers 

could have formed any other conclusion.  [HIA 798, para 4.123] 

 

96. As a result of these developments the existence of “the Mason File” is 

confirmed to the District, who are provided with same for the first time since 

re-organisation.  Mr Scoular therefore become aware for the first time of the 

complaints against Mr Mains in 1967 and 1971.  

 

97. It does not however appear that the information known at District level from 

1974 was reported to the Board.  While Mr Scoular initially indicated that he 

had told Mr Bunting of same, he later retracted this in the knowledge that Mr 

Bunting said that he had not.   

 

98. To assess the action taken by the Board subsequent to March 1976, the 

Hughes Inquiry undertook a useful survey of the information as at that time 

thus: 

a. “the “Mason file” had remained with Mr Bunting since the inception of the 

Board in October 1973 until Detective Constable Cullen’s visit on 19 

February 1976 and had thus been unavailable to the East Belfast and 

Castlereagh District staff directly responsible for the management and 

supervision of the hostel.  This included Mr Scoular and Mrs Wilson, who 
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had dealt with the anonymous telephone call of January 1974, although 

Mrs Wilson was aware of a previous investigation of Mr Mains; 

b. Mr Scoular gave evidence that he had no recollection of drawing the 

January 1974 telephone call to Mr Bunting’s attention in March 1976 when 

he was briefed on the Meharg/Cullen investigation and given the “Mason 

file” for the first time; 

c. The complaint against Mr McGrath lodged by the parents of R15 had 

never gone further that the North and West Belfast District and was thus 

unknown to Messrs Gilliland and Bunting in Headquarters and to East 

Belfast and Castlereagh; 

d. It was not possible to establish how widespread was the 1975 rumour 

about Mr Mains which was retailed (sic) Mr Maybin, but there is no 

evidence that it reached the Board’s headquarters staff or Residential and 

Day Care management in East Belfast and Castlereagh; 

e. The rumour concerning Mr Mains which came to Mrs Fiddis’ attention and 

was passed through the Holywood Road office to Miss McGrath in 

February/March 1976 was not known to headquarters staff and Miss 

McGrath gave evidence that she did not see the relevance of it when she 

was told about the Meharg/Cullen investigation, so that Mr Scoular also 

remained in ignorance of that rumour.”  

[HIA 794, para 4.117] 

 

99. The Hughes Inquiry notes a lack of communication in March 1976, 

commenting: “it is remarkable that Miss McGrath did not realise the potential 

significance of the rumour about Mr Mains”.  Her failure to tell Mr Scoular or 

Mr Bunting was found to be “a significant omission since, if passed on, it 

would have provided the police with a more up to date line of enquiry about 

Mr Mains than “the Mason file””.  [HIA 795, para 4.118] 

 

100. Mr Scoular’s failure to tell Mr Bunting about the 1974 anonymous call was 

found to be “an error of judgment.  Mr Scoular should have drawn this matter 

specifically to Mr Bunting’s attention during their discussion subsequent to 15 

March.” [HIA 796, para 4.119]  
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101. Over the subsequent months the Hughes Inquiry was satisfied that Mr Bunting 

had made a number of follow up telephone calls to DC Cullen over an 

extended period from March 1976. [HIA 796, para 4.120]  They also accepted 

that the evidence showed a closer supervision of Kincora was initiated [HIA 
797, para 4.122] 

 

102. Their finding, however, was that a more formal approach should have been 

made by the Board, in the person of Mr Gilliland or Mr Bunting, to police by 

way of an official approach to ACC Meharg. “When doing so the Board should 

also have made the matter the subject of a formal record since its seriousness 

required a clear record of the Board’s conduct”.  [HIA 798, para 4.124] 

 

103. The Hughes Inquiry also considered that Mr Gilliland should have informed 

the Chairman of the Personal Social Services Committee of the position, and 

the Board proper on a confidential basis. Further the Inquiry found that “the 

same applies to the Department of Health and Social Services, in view of its 

overall responsibility and accountability for the Personal Social Services”. 

While no further action could have been taken by any of these entities, it was 

considered that “they were entitled to know about a serious matter for which 

they might ultimately be called to account”. [HIA 800, para 4.126]   

 

104. In the HSCB’s view an opportunity was missed in mid 1976 to ensure all 

information known about Kincora in different levels of management was 

collated to ensure a full picture developed.  It was also regrettable that more 

definitive steps were not taken at an earlier stage to ascertain the status of the 

Police investigation.  The HSCB also accepts the findings of the Hughes 

Report as detailed at paragraph 103 above. 

 

Late 1976 

 

105. The Hughes Inquiry also heard that Ms Shaw, who had no connection with 

Social Services, had come into contact with Informant B in or around late 

1973.   Over the following years she made a number of approaches to 

members of the community that held prominent positions in Northern Ireland, 
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to raise concerns about Mr McGrath.  It was only in respect of one of these 

prominent persons that it was suggested information was passed to the 

EHSSB, with a second person considered in light of her connection to Social 

Services.  [HIA 800, para 4.129] 

 

106. The Hughes Inquiry considered this evidence of Reverend Martin Smyth MP 

in this respect.  He said that in late 1976, having heard that Mr McGrath was 

employed in a boys’ hostel, he telephoned the EHSSB and spoke to “a Mr 

Jackson”.  [HIA 805, para 4.139] 

 

107. The Inquiry made no finding on this evidence, as an exhaustive consideration 

of males with the name Jackson employed within the EHSSB was unable to 

identify any person with whom Rev Smyth MP may have spoken.  [HIA 806, 

para 4.144] 

 

108. Ms Shaw’s information however also came to the attention of Ms Rita 

Johnston who held employment in the East Belfast and Castlereagh District 

within a day centre facility for adults.  She received the information following 

an approach by Ms Shaw in respect of one of her own clients at the day 

centre.  Ms Johnston made suitable enquiries in respect of his wellbeing.  As 

regards any connected concern with Kincora, Ms Johnston did not consider 

that to be the focus of why information was shared with her, and in any event, 

she had directed Ms Shaw to the relevant management based at Purdysburn.  

The Inquiry made no criticism of her.  [HIA 804, para 4.137] 

 

109. Ms Shaw confirmed to the Inquiry that she herself did not make a direct 

approach to any management with either the EHSSB or at District Level [KIN 
72900].  In the absence of her having made information available to the 

relevant persons, the HSCB does not identify any further action that should 

have been taken by its predecessors, and does not consider that an 

opportunity arose for them to do so.   

 

 

August 1977 
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110. R18 was placed in Kincora from 12 May 1977 for weekends only.  He was 

then resident in the hostel full time from June 1978 to May 1980.  Mr McGrath 

was convicted of one count of gross indecency involving R18.    [HIA 806, 

para 4.145] 

 

111. On 19 August 1977 R18’s Social Worker, Miss Anna Hyland, met him for a 

routine visit.  She was concerned about his presentation, noting that it was 

different from what she had normally come to expect, describing him as 

“embarrassed and reticent and fidgety”.  [KIN 72982, at G]  She later made a 

note that R18 had indicated he was concerned about the attitude of Mr 

McGrath because: 

a. He had been having long and intimate conversations about sex with Mr 

McGrath; 

b. Mr McGrath had, to use R18’s term, embraced him on two separate 

occasions. 

[HIA 807, para 4.147] 

 

112. Ms Hyland raised this complaint with Mr Mains on 20 August 1977.  He 

already knew about it.  When asked by Ms Hyland whether he intended to tell 

his management, Mr Higham, she formed the view that he was indecisive. 

[HIA 808, para 4.149] 

 

113. In September 1977, following a further visit to R18 and discussion with her 

Assistant Principal Social Worker, Ms Hyland made direct contact with Mr 

Higham.  Her concerns were two-fold – the original complaint and Mr Mains’ 

failure to pass information on.    

 

114. Mr Higham, Ms Hyland and Mr Mains met on 12 October 1977.  Reports had 

also been submitted by Ms Hyland, on 9 September 1977, and by Mr Mains, 

on 11 October 1977.  The report by the latter contained more detail than had 

previously been shared with the fieldwork Social Worker.  [HIA 808, para 

4.150] 
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115. Mr Higham sent a memo to Mr Scoular enclosing the reports and detailing his 

own views on 18 October 1977.  [HIA 810, para 4.153] 

 

116. On 20 October 1977 Mr Scoular replied by Memo thus: 

 

“I have read the reports you sent to me concerning R18. 

 

I am still unhappy about Mr McGrath’s relationships with the boys in the 

hostel.  Whilst I appreciate that his “extra curricular” activities have probably 

some bearing on the situation, I feel we will have to “grasp the nettle” and 

some way discuss the whole situation with Mr McGrath in the near future.  I 

well appreciate the situation is further complicated by Mr Mains’ reticence 

about freely discussing what goes on in Kincora with you.  I think it would be 

valuable for Miss McGrath and yourself to have an early discussion with me. 

 

As I mentioned to you yesterday, I find the contents of Ms Hyland’s report and 

the content of that prepared by Mr Mains to be almost two different stories.  I 

will try and make some discreet enquiries and see what I can find out.” 

[HIA 811, para 4.154] 

 

117. The Hughes Inquiry considered that Mr Scoular’s perception of the Kincora 

situation had been influenced by the nature of DC Cullen’s contacts with Mr 

Bunting and how these were represented to him.  Those briefs were not, 

however, in writing.  It was however considered that Mr Scoular was on notice 

of the allegations of paramilitary activity and the involvement of prominent 

people.  [HIA 812, para 4.156] 

 

118. The overall conclusions in relation to these concerns by the Hughes Inquiry 

were: 

 

“We believe that R18’s disclaimers, the absence of any reference to positive 

sexual activity in his complaint, and the possibility that he might have had a 

guilt complex about his previous homosexual experience combined to 

outweigh the suspicion created by the decidedly dubious nature of Mr 
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McGrath’s approaches.  We accept that this was not an unreasonable position 

for Mrs Hyland to hold at the time…. [HIA 816, para 4.164] 

We do not believe that R18 intended his remarks to Mrs Hyland to be 

construed as a complaint of the kind which would be dealt with under the 

formal procedures…. As such, its handling was a matter of judgment by the 

staff concerned” [HIA 816, para 1.65] 

 

119. The HSCB considers that there were matters of concern arising from this 

report, most particularly the lack of communication from the Officer-in-Charge 

regarding matters that should have been reported to the resident’s fieldwork 

Social Worker.  However the information received was not of a nature that 

would have indicated the extent of abuse that was occurring at Kincora.  

 

120. However what is also clear, is that despite Mr Higham being involved in 

investigating the issues in relation to R18 in October 1977, these were not 

matters that would have been apparent from his report to the Board for that 

period pursuant to the 1975 Direction.  In his evidence to the Hughes Inquiry 

he was asked about this by Senior Counsel to the Inquiry [beginning at KIN 
73058].  That exchange highlights: the report in relation to visits in October 

and November 1977 was provided dated 6 January 1978; the report provided 

would have led the reader to believe that all was well at Kincora and there 

were no concerns.  Senior Counsel, Mr Kennedy, noted that this time Mr 

Higham would have been aware of the Mason file and allegations against Mr 

Mains and made recently about Mr McGrath.  He suggested that the report 

was “deceptive in the sense that it seems to convey that all was well, whereas 

it was not?”, to which Mr Higham responded: “Yes”.  Mr Higham was also 

asked: “Yet in the light of that, you sent this report to Mr Gilliland with no 

indication of what should have been a cause for real concern.”  He 

responded: “I was under the impression that those matters were being dealt 

with within my district, and that those monthly reports were to give a bed 

situation, of how many beds were available, what was there, and a 

generalised thing.  To my knowledge, they did not go into specifying specific 

things that were put down on record and sent to the Board….” [KIN 73061] 

before agreeing that did not know whether information of this nature should or 
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should not go into the report [KIN 73062].  The HSCB considers that through 

a lack of full reporting there was a missed opportunity to ensure the Board 

was fully appraised of further developments in relation to this hostel.  Further 

the Board may have identified the potential use this information may have 

been to the police. 

 

October 1977 

 

121. In addition to the information that had reached District headquarters in relation 

to R18, concerns had been raised in relation to R20 in early October 1977. 

 

122. R20 was placed in Kincora from 27 June 1975 to 16 July 1976 and from 25 

July 1976 to 7 November 1977.  [KIN 114026] 

 

123. R20 did not make any complaint of homosexual abuse to police in 1980, and 

no person was charged with any offence relating to his time in Kincora.   

 

124. On 4 October 1977 DC Scully of the RUC attended at Kincora at 9.45am to 

arrest R20 and R37 in connection with burglaries in the area.  During the 

course of that day he noted that R20’s mannerisms were what he considered 

effeminate.  He had also been suspicious of Mr Mains, whom he had known 

from around 1966, as he had often seen him in the company of R2, a man 

that DC Scully considered to be “a very well known homosexual”.  [HIA 817, 

para 4.171] 

 

125. R20’s behaviours over that day and the next were such that DC Scully directly 

asked him whether he had any sort of a relationship with Mr Mains, R20 

laughed at this suggestion. [HIA 818, para 4.172] 

 

126. On either 5 or 14 October 1977 DC Scully shared his suspicions that R20 was 

involved in a homosexual relationship with Mr Mains with R20’s Social 

Worker, Ms Helen Gogarty. She shared same with her Senior Social Worker, 

Mr David Morrow.  A meeting was subsequently held with Mr Higham, which 
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was most likely to have been on 21 October 1977.  [HIA 818, paras 4.173 and 

4.174] 

 

127. The HSCB notes, as did the Hughes Inquiry, that this is occurring at the same 

time as the liaison in respect of concerns regarding R18 detailed above.   

 

128. Residential Day Care and Management considered the issues again on 1 and 

9 November 1977.  A further meeting was then convened on 14 November 

1977 to include: Mr Scoular, Miss McGrath, Mr Higham and Mr Morrow.  Mr 

Lindsay Conway was also in attendance as R20 was then placed in Rathgael 

Training School on foot of the criminal proceedings.  This also involved 

discussion about some previous complaints.  The outcome was not clear: Mr 

Morrrow recalled that Mr Bunting was to be informed, but Mr Scoular disputed 

that.  [HIA 820, para 4.177] 

 

129. On the afternoon of the same day, 14 November 1977, a meeting was 

attended at Strandtown RUC Station by Detective Sergeant Sillery, Mr 

Scoular and Mr Higham.  This meeting focussed on the general crime 

problem and on DC Cullen’s suspicions. [HIA 822, para 4.179]   

 

130. A further meeting was held on 5 December 1977 between Mr Scoular, DS 

Sillery and DC Cullen.  Following this meeting daily monitoring forms were 

introduced for Kincora from January 1978 (which were to be submitted on a 

weekly basis) and it was agreed that the police would keep a close eye on 

Kincora.  [HIA 827, para 4.189] 

 

131. By December 1977 the Hughes Inquiry found that “knowledge of a 

considerable number of incidents, complaints and suspicions which 

suggested the possibility of homosexual misconduct at Kincora had come into 

the possession of the Eastern Board”.  They summarised that Mr Scoular was 

aware of: 

a.  “the January 1974 anonymous telephone call alleging that Mr McGrath 

was homosexual but making no allegation about misconduct involving the 

residents.  This was drawn to Mr Scoular’s attention at the time; 
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b. the Meharg/Cullen investigation into allegations that Mr McGrath was 

homosexual, again with no allegation relating to the hostel itself.  This 

was made known to Mr Scoular by Mr Bunting around the spring of 1976; 

as was  

c. the “Mason file” containing allegations against Mr Mains by R5, R6, R8 

and R33 and referring to an alleged homosexual relationship with former 

resident R2; 

d. R18’s complaint against Mr McGrath in August 1977; and  

e. D/Con Scully’s suspicions of Mr Mains’ relationships with R20 and R2; 

 Conversely he was not aware of: 

f. The buttock slapping incident involving Mr Mains and investigated by 

Messrs Moore and McCaffrey in 1969/1970; 

g. The May and September 1974 complaints against Mr McGrath by the 

parents of R15 to Miss McClean and Mr Orr; 

h. The rumour concerning Mr Mains which came to the attention of Mr 

Maybin in 1975; 

i. The rumour concerning Mr Mains which came to the attention of Mrs 

Fiddis, Miss Reynolds, Miss Reid and Miss McGrath in early 1976; 

j. Miss Shaw’s allegations about Mr McGrath to Miss Johnston in late 1976; 

or  

k. Rev Smyth’s telephone call about Mr McGrath in 1976” 

[HIA 828, para 4.190] 

 
132. The Hughes Inquiry found, and the HSCB agrees, that “taken separately, it is 

possible to discount the significance of the various matters which came to Mr 

Scoular’s attention” [HIA 829, para 4.192]  The committee were “convinced, 

however, that the accumulation of these allegations, complaints and 

suspicions over the years should have been recognised as significant by Mr 

Scoular”.  In particular, there was a failure to notify the Area Board in 1977 of 

the issues arising in relation to R18 and R20.  The Hughes Report describes 

this as a “critical error” [HIA 830, para 4.193] 

 

133. The HSCB suggests that the failure to share information from District Level to 

Board Level in 1977 resulted in a missed opportunity.  As noted by the 
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Hughes Report, if Mr Scoular had brought the cases of R18 and R20 to the 

attention of Mr Bunting, they could have been notified to DC Cullen as 

information additional to “the Mason File”.  The Hughes Report notes “the 

addition of these cases to the information already available to the police would 

probably have promoted an active police investigation some two years before 

the “Irish Independent” article had that effect”.  It was also suggested that 

precautionary suspensions of Mr Mains and Mr McGrath could have been 

implemented at that time.   It is also noted that Mr Scoular did not follow the 

intentions of his memo of 20 October 1977, with the Hughes Inquiry finding 

“we believe that Mr Scoular was apprehensive of Mr McGrath’s alleged 

paramilitary links to some degree, and that this, in conjunction with the fact 

that the homosexual implications of the R18 and R20 were, in his view, 

unsubstantiated, clouded his judgment…” [HIA 830, para 4.194] 

 

January 1978 

 

134. On 11 January 1978 Ms Hyland again telephoned Mr Higham. R18 had told 

her that Mr Mains had come into the hostel at about 1am the previous Friday 

night, quite drunk, and had wakened him to ask how he liked Kincora and 

whether anything was wrong. [HIA 813, para 4.159] 

 

135. This was addressed by Mr Higham with Mr Mains, who denied that he was 

inebriated, and also said that R18 was not asleep and he had asked him 

about how he was getting on with Mr McGrath.  There was no sexual 

connotation in this incident.  [ibid] 

 

136. This, of itself, would not have offered the EHSSB an opportunity to uncover or 

prevent the abuse occurring at Kincora.   

 

1979 
 

137. Throughout 1979 no further complaint came to the attention of the EHSSB 

that may have prompted action that could have detected abuse occurring at 

Kincora.   
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138. As the Inquiry will be aware it was in December 1979 that two Social Workers, 

Helen Gogarty and Judy Kennedy, spoke with a journalist. 

 

1980 
 

139. On 24 January 1980 the story was published in the Irish Independent. 

 

140. On 4 March 1980 Mr Mains, Mr Semple and Mr McGrath were all suspended 

from their employment. 

 

141. Following a decision to close Kincora, the last boys left the hostel in October 

1980.   

 

 

I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true. 

 

 

Signed    

 

Dated        29 April 2016 
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  Department in Belfast from 24 – 26 February 1982.  An advance copy 

  was provided to the Board under cover of letter dated 17 November 

  1982, with the report to be issued on 22 November 1982.  A Circular 

  HSS (CC) 5/82 was also issued in November 1982.   This was  

  discussed at the Personal Social Services Committee on the 13  

  January 1983.  On 27th January 1983, Paper No PSSC 10/83 was  

  discussed at the Board, and was subsequently forwarded to the  

  Department under cover of letter dated 9th February 1983.  Relevant 

  documents are in Exhibit 40;  however it is unclear whether this  

  version of the PSSC paper is the “revised” paper that was submitted to 

  the Department or the original version; 

 

 b. On 21 October 1983, the Department issued a “Consultative Paper on 

  a Complaints Procedure for Children in Residential Care and Their  

  Parents”.  On 31st January 1984, being the closing date for responses, 

  the Eastern Board submitted a full response.  These documents are in 

  Exhibit 41.  It is also believed that the other Boards responded to this 

  consultation; 

 

 c. The Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Children’s Homes and  

  Hostels was published on 4th February 1986.  On 4th April 1986 the  

  Department of Health wrote to the Board, dividing the    

  recommendations into two categories: those it endorsed, and those 

  upon which it was yet to form a view.  The Board responded on the 1st 

  October 1986 with a paper setting out the views of the Board, and on 

  the extent to which action had been taken.  Copies of the   

  correspondence, together with a report which appears to the HSCB to 

  be the paper referred to in the correspondence of October 1986 are at 

  Exhibit 42.  Further, in September 1986, meetings considered action in 

  relation to Recommendation 47 of the Hughes Report, which resulted 

  in an agreed joint statement between the Directors of Social Services 

  and the RUC, see Exhibit 43.   
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88 George Hendry: The Board has not seen any documentation that would 

 confirm that George Hendry was a member of staff at Kincora.  Mr Hendry, 

 and information in respect of him, has been addressed in the HSCB’s 

 statement dated 6th May 2016 and a supplemental statement, each 

 addressing Bawnmore Children’s Home.  In reviewing documentation, 

 however, the Board has noted reference to a Mr G Hendry on a Duty Rota 

 stamped “Kincora” dated 1978.  It is known that Mr Hendry was, at that time, 

 employed at Palmerston Reception and Assessment Centre, which was 

 situated in the same District as Kincora.  The HSCB suggests that this is likely 

 to reflect an arrangement whereby staff within the residential field would assist 

 with other units from time to time where the need arose.  See Exhibit 44.   

 
Systems Failures 
 
89 Having reviewed the available evidence as detailed in this statement and the 

 statement dated 29th April 2016, the HSCB accepts the following failings: 
 
90 At times record keeping was not good enough.  The following occasions are 

 noted: 
a.  There was a failure by the Chief Welfare Officer to record the outcome 

  of the investigation of complaints in 1971 and the reason for that  

  decision.   

 

b  In early 1976 there was a failure to make any written record regarding 

  information reported to the Holywood Road sub-office, and passed to 

  Residential and Daycare Management at District Headquarters.  The 

  absence of such a record likely influenced the subsequent failure to 

  investigate the information in any way, see paragraphs 86 and 88 of 

  the statement dated 29th April 2016; 

 

c  There ought to have been a formal record of the Board’s engagement 

  with police after March 1976, see paragraph 102 of the statement  

  dated 29th April 2016; 
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 d.  Monthly reports completed by the visiting Social Worker pursuant to the  

  1975 Direction were completed en bloc and on occasions were  

  submitted late, see paragraph 72 of this statement above.  They also 

  did not contain relevant information to allow the Eastern Board to be 

  fully appraised of developments occurring with the hostel in late 1977, 

  see paragraph 120 of the statement dated 29th April 2016; 

 

91. At times there was no communication to ensure the relevant personnel had 

 access to full and proper information regarding the Hostel and issues arising 

 in relation thereto.  The following occasions are noted: 

 

a. Upon taking up post as Children’s Officer in 1971, with a statutory  

  responsibility to visit Kincora, Mr Bunting was not provided with “the 

  Mason File” and was not, therefore, fully appraised of the two  

  complaints that had been investigated in 1967 and 1971.  The retention 

  of the file by Mr Mason resulted in a breakdown in the dissemination of 

  information about complaints against Mr Mains to staff with a direct role 

  in management and monitoring the Hostel.  It was ‘regrettable that [Mr 

  Mason] does not appear to have made Mr Bunting [Children’s Officer] 

  and Mrs Wilson [Assistant Children’s Officer] fully acquainted with the 

  complaints known to him by referring the “Mason file” formally to them 

  in writing in view of their management responsibility for the hostel”.  

  See paragraph 45 of the statement dated 29th April 2016; 

 

 b  The information received by way of anonymous telephone call on 23 

  January 1974 ought to have been shared as follows: 

  i.  with the police, see paragraphs 57 and 59 of the statement  

   dated  29th April 2016; 

  ii.  with the Board, see paragraph 58 of the statement dated 29th  

   April 2016; 

 

 c.  In March 1974, there was a failure by police to share relevant  

  information about allegations against a member of staff with the  
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  Eastern Board. This was however outwith the control of the HSCB’s 

  predecessor; 

 

 d.  In May and September 1974 there was a failure to share information 

  about a complaint by fieldwork staff in the North and West Belfast  

  District with Residential and Daycare Management in the East Belfast 

  and Castlereagh District, who had line management responsibility  

  for Kincora, see paragraphs 69 and 71 of the statement dated 29th  

  April 2016; 

 

 e  In 1975 there was a failure to report rumours   heard about staff at the 

  hostel to Residential and Daycare Management in the East Belfast and 

  Castlereagh District, who had line management responsibility for  

  Kincora.  This in itself would have been unlikely to prevent or detect 

  abuse, but knowledge of it might have influenced their response to  

  future information.  See paragraphs 83 and 84 of the statement dated 

  29th April 2016; 

 

 f.  In early 1976 Ms McGrath failed to pass information that she had  

  received from the Holywood Road sub-office to the District Social  

  Services Officer, see paragraph 88 of the statement dated 29th April 

  2016; 

 

 g.  Between October 1973 and 1976 there was a lack of information  

  shared from the District to the Eastern Board as to serious allegations 

  made against a member of residential staff.  This was particularly the 

  case in March 1976 when despite information being received by the 

  District from the Board, there was not a flow of information from the  

  District to allow the Board to be fully informed, see paragraphs 97,  

  99 and 100 of the statement dated 29th April 2016; 

 

 h. The information provided to the Director of Social Services by police in 

  March 1976 ought to have been communicated confidentially to the 

  Chairman of the Personal Social Services Committee and the Board.  
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  Given the seriousness of the matter the information ought also to have 

  been shared with the Department of Health.  See paragraph 103 of the 

  statement dated 29th April 2016; 

 

     i.  The manner of recording of the monthly social work visitor reports in 

  late 1977 hindered communication of matters arising with the Hostel 

  from the District to the Board.  Further no other form of communication 

  was undertaken to advise the Eastern Board of the issues arising at 

  that time in relation to R18 and R20.  See paragraphs 120 and 132 of 

  the statement dated 29th April 2016; 

 

92. Systems to implement statutory monitoring of the Hostel were 

 underdeveloped, specifically: 

 

a. The role of the visiting Social Worker under the 1975 Direction and the 

 information that ought to be contained within reports provided, see 

 paragraph 120 of the statement dated 29th April 2016; 

 

    b   There was a “considerable time-lag” between October 1973 and mid 

  1974 before the members of the Personal Social Services Committee 

  were given guidance on their statutory duties under the 1952 SR&O, 

  see paragraph 66 of this statement above; 

 

In identifying the specific failings detailed above, the HSCB considers that in and of 

themselves many would not have have been capable of preventing or detecting the 

homosexual abuse that occurred in Kincora Hostel.  Detailed analysis of this issue 

was undertaken during the Hughes Inquiry, whose findings are detailed in the 

HSCB’s statement dated 29th April 2016.  The  exceptions to this are the two 

occasions, in 1967 and 1974, where a referral to police ought to have been made.  

However even in this respect, and as found by the Hughes Inquiry, whether that 

would have resulted in a full investigation, or an uncovering of the abuse that was 

occurring in Kincora, would be a matter of conjecture.  See HIA 729, para 3.119 

(1967), HIA 769, para 4.47 (1974). 
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Statement of Truth 

I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true.   

Signed     

 

Dated      23 May 2016 
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